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Students share thoughts with Ribeau
Jay Young
The BC News
Students gathered in Olscamp
hall Tuesday night to share with
President Sidney Ribeau everything that is right and wrong with
the University.
The town meeting was part of
the Building Community's Task
Force's Focus on February. At
the open forum Ribeau outlined
for the students his idea of a
University community. He said
such a group of people includes a
learning, collaborative, diverse
and outreach communities.
Ribeau said a true learning
community would not just allow
the institution to have an effect
on the student, but the other way
around also.
"If Bowling Green State University was clearly a learning
community, when you left here,
when you graduated, this University would be different,"
Ribeau said. "What I pledge tonight is that there will be an opportunity for you to be involved
at Bowling Green State University at a number of levels, this
community buiding process is an
important first step in that process."

Ribeau said students must be
part of the collaborative community.
"You have to invest in it to get
something out in return, and that
I think is critically important. A
community working collectively
or together can accomplish remarkable things," Ribeau said.
"All of you have ideas and input
that could help us as we move
toward the 21st century, but we
need to create an environment
where you can come forward and
make those contributions."
Ribeau spent half of the twohour forum answering questions
from the student audience.
Senior Russell Wangler told the
president there needs to be more
communication between faculty
and students.
"I think every teacher and
every student, I think should
have a mandated time, at least
two times a semester to talk,"
Wangler said. "Not a group, just
one on one."
Ribeau told Wangler he would
support such a move. By a show
of hands, the audience told the
president that the majority of
them would also approve of such
a move.
Wangler turned to the students

University President Sidney Ribeau and Junior Paul Gesslng share a brief conversation before Tuesday night's town meeting in Olscamp Hall. The President discussed the Building Community project
with students and answered questions from the audience.
in attendance and encouraged
them to participate in the overall
project.
" [Ribeau], I think, is going to
do a hell of a lot for the University," Wangler said. "But the bottom line is that it's up to you, and
you, and me and us."
After the forum, Ribeau said
he was pleased with the flrt-time
event.

"I was very pleased with the
turnout, the quality level of the
questions, the interest of the students. I think we have many
more people that are seriously
interested in the University's future than a lot of people might
have anticipated," Ribeau said.
"It's a good start. Now we have to
move from the discussion and issue level to pinpointing some

specific things that we need to
work on."
Junior Lynne Reiner said she
would like to see the project
work.
"I think it would be great if it
all works out," Reiner said. "I
agreed with a lot of the comments about teachers and bulldtag community."

University forensic
team places third

Sore reminder

Summer schedule
posted on web

The University has
posted its summer schedule
of classes on the World
Wide Web.
Edieann BiesbrockDid ham, director of marketing for the office of Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs, said the address for
online schedule is
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleg
es/ContEd/ and that she is
encouraging students to
plan their class schedule
now.
The traditional printed
version of the summer
course catalog will be available by mid-February, she
said.

Vlnce Guerrieri
The BG News

poetry. Cynthia Brown took third
place in drama and Scott Irelan
placed fourth in the triathon.
The tournament was organized
by Brandon and Dan Henntag,
co-directors of University Forensics. According to Brandon,
the tournament went smoothly,
and they received many compliments from other coaches and
teams.
The Novice Tournament's results will be combined with the
results from the Varsity State
Tournament to determine the
University's overall finish. The
Varsity Tournament will take
place at Heidelberg College Feb.
17-18.

The University was the host
for the Ohio Forensics Association State Novice Forensics
Tournament Feb. 2-3, and University Forensics finished in
third place. Of the seven participants in the tournament from the
University, four were named novice state champions, according
to James Brandon, oo-dlrector of
University Forensics.
Derrick Jones took first place
In drama, as well as fourth place
in drama and second place In
after-dinner speaking. Jones also
took first place in the triathalon
for winning in three events.
"I think we have a very talMonica Bueno is the state novice champion In drama and, ented team," Jones said. "Hopewith Philana Boles, in dramatic fully, we can win more events at
duo. Boles also won first place in the Varsity Tournament."

Bryan Chamber Series continues

The Bryan Chamber Series at the University continues Sunday with a performance featuring six College of Musical Arts faculty
members.
The 3 p.m. concert in
Bryan Recital Hall of the
Musical Arts Center is free
and open to the public.
Selections on the chamber music program will include "Quatuor" by Jean
Francais. the piece will be
performed by flutist Susan
Klick, oboist John Bentley,
clarinetist Edward Marks
and bassoonist Jeffrey Lyman.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

The Building Community Task Force's

Focus on February
181 Olscamp Hall
Discussion groups started Monday and will meet throughout the week. Below is Thursday's schedule. The News
will print the following day's schedule during the week.

Quote of

Customer Service

1:45-3:15 p.m.

Faculty and Staff Working Together

3:30 - 5 p.m.

Open Communication Within and Across Areas

5:15-6:30 p.m.

Increasing Access to Information on Campus
Ideas lor Building and Enhancing Trust

8:30- 10 a.m.

Heavy Workloads
Participatory Leadership

5:15- 6:30 p.m.
1:45-3:15 p.m.

Moving Toward a Learning Community

3:30 - 5 p.m.
8:30-10 a.m.

Teaching, Research, and Service
Cross-Disciplinary Teaching

the day

10:15-11:45 p.m.

3:30 - 5 p.m.

"If we're going to

Building and Supporting Diversity on Campus

5:15-6:30 p.m.

change how we do

The Budget and Allocation of Resources

10:15-11:45 a.m

Alcohol Abuse Among Students

10:15-11.45 a.m.
8:30- 10 p.m.

business at Bowling

Community Building Spaces on Campus
Opportunities for Interaction Outside the Class

Green we're going to

Concerns of International Students

need you to collaborate with us."
"Uuiivrsify PmuU-ni
Sidney Kihtau about building
community.

HMtU KataraaUTk* BC Nm

A University student pastes by the east side of Rodger* Hall. The Icicles on the side of the building
are the remains of the water firefighter used to put out the residence hall fire.

12:15-1:30 p.m.

Strategic Planning

5:15-6:30 p.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.

University Reward Structures

1:45-3:15 p.m.

Creating a Safe Community
Evaluating the Need for a Governance Structure

12:15-1:30 p.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.

An Exploration of Our Core Values

10:15-11:45 a.m.

i Colored Ink
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The beauty pageant that wasn't
Man can move
large markets
I wish to earn the attention of
college students of the state of
Ohio. I am an economist.
My views are so powerful that
when widely read, they cause
world financial markets to move.
I can move markets.
But because of this fact, the
American major newspapers will
not publish my work. I am deliberately censored in my own
country simply because my
econmomic views are powerful.
I wish to interest college students in my work.
As you can see from the enclosures, General John Shalikashvili. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and former President
George Bush were favorably impressed with my views.
Please assist me.
Sincerely,
Joe Kinney
Economist
Plalnf ield, Indiana

Comm Decency
Act - Indecent
Mike Wendling's article dis-

cussing the Communications Decency Act talks only about regulating so-called pornography on
the Net. What he doesn't mention
is that the Act does much more
than that. If you want to see what
the passing and signing of the
Act would ban, look into the Net
under "Communications Decency Act." You'll find a list of 47
wide-range topics that Congress
wants to censor. For example,
remember all those great novels
like The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Scarlet Letter,
and Oedipus Rex? Gone. Howard
Stern and Quentin Teratino?
Gone. Discussions of abortions
by pro-lifers and pro-choicers?
Gone, too. (Why? If the deed isn't
illegal, how the hell can talking
about it be?) Remember, these
are just a few examples. You'll be
shocked when you read it I understand that Congress wants to
put some type of control on the
Net in order to keep kids from
seeing stuff they shouldn't be
seeing; however, once again they
have gone too far and are abusing
the original good idea.
Let your congressmen and
congresswoman know how you
feel about the Communications
Decency Act. It's easy to get
their e-mail address from the Net
and it wont take you more than a
minute to e-mail them.

It has recently come to the attention of many members of this
campus that certain Individuals
are restoring what we thought
was an antiquated and detrimental event, the Miss BGSU scholarship pageant.
We are writing with the concern that many of the Issues surrounding this event will not otherwise be discussed.
We want to stress very
strongly that we are not writing
with any disrespect to the women
who may have entered this
contest; our aim is to uncover
some of the hidden aspects of
this pageant, and contests like
this one in general.

Another requirement is that
the women who enter must not be
married, must not be pregnant,
nor have given birth, nor have
ever had an abortion.
Does this mean the wives and
mothers of this campus are not
fit to represent the University?

"We want to stress
very strongly that we
are not writing with
any disrespect to the
women who may
have entered this
contest; our aim is to
uncover some of the
hidden aspects of this
pageant, and
contests like this one
in general."

Does it mean that if one chose
to terminate one's pregnancy
(which we know from the Supreme Court is a private decision), one cant be eligible to
Although the pageant's organ- receive financial assistance for
izers stress this is not a "beauty her education through this scholpageant," there are both swim- arship opportunity?
are sorry to inform you that you
suit and evening gown portions
are not eligible to compete and
It seems that this stipulation possibly represent the Universiof the event.
stems from another ideal, that of ty at national competition.
If, as the organizers claim this the "sexually pure maiden."
is merely a scholarship for the
Also, it denies scholarship to
We are surprised that there men.
women of this campus, why inisn't an accompanying examinaclude such rituals at all?
tion to ensure that their hymens
When questioned as to whether
In competitions such as this, are still Intact.
or not a similar event would be
evening gown and swimsuit catorganized for the men of the
Miss BGSU must be between University, one of the event's oregories have been historically
modeled on an "ideal standard of the ages of 17 to 24. For all of the ganizer's replied there wouldn't
beauty," meaning that women non-traditional students who may be a pageant for men, because
who enter must conform to have been interested in this for men, there were no further
someone else's idea of attrac- "scholarship opportunity," we opportunities to compete in pag-

Q«/

Kimberly Gassner-Harkness
1362 E. Bowling Green Rd. #9
Bradner, Ohio 43406
Junior
Creative Writing Major

tiveness and fitness.
This has traditionally excluded
women of color, women with
larger bodies, and women who
are not able-bodied.

I
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eants, and there would therefore,
be no real incentives for the men:
to enter into a similar event.
But, for the women, there are:
the winner of the Miss BGSU will
go onto to compete in Miss Ohio,
and from there possibly the
national pageant, and so on.
So in reality, this less of a
scholarship opportunity, and
more of and introduction to the
costly and time-consuming worldpageantry.
We understand that women
have been given many incentives
to enter this competition to try to
win some assistance with tuition.
While we are supportive of the'
creation of new scholarship opportunities for University students, we question whether this
Is the most appropriate format
for doing so.
We urge the members of thiscampus to question whether or
not this is really an event we
want at our institution of higher
education.
Erin H. Brown and Kristin
McKeown are Women's Studies',
majors and guest columnists for'.
The BG News.
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"Cooties" cause for campus condoms
AIDS has gone mainstream.
Magic Johnson made the cover
of two major news magazines
this week as he makes his comeback to basketball.
Public service announcements
about the prevention of AIDS run
night and day.
On "The Simpsons," Bart tells
a friend, "We're livin" In the age
of cooties."
The American public has been
adequately warned.
College students, one of the
fastest rising groups in terms of
rate of Infection, are inundated
with information and frequent
visits from speakers such as
"Condom Man."
Despite this encouraging influx of awareness. Bowling
Green still seems to be stuck In
the 1980s world of casual, meaningless sex.
The next time you're at one of
BG's more popular bars, take
note a» to which basic human
need is being catered to.
At the ultra-white, buttoned-up
flannel bars, dance floors are
packed with bodies, and strangers grind away on each other indiscriminately without even a
"Hello."
At the dance bars, even with
more ample space, you hear "Get

Just enough for one night and
back to classes on Monday.

ierce

We must realize that we are not
a very sexually mature campus.

This is evidenced in the growing popularity of the aforemenOff followed by "Do Me!" fol- tioned bars, dorm walls plastered
lowed by "Let's Go All The Way." with nudie women, and the fact
You cant exactly cha-cha to that Deja Vu is still in business
and recruits our boys in the
these songs.
pages of this very newspaper.
And of course, the great liquid
eliminators of Inhibitions and
These are piffle, though, comgood sense are as readily availa- pared to the travesty of last seble in great amounts as water In mester's open season on women.
those metal hamster cage bottles.
All the factors that contributed
Meanwhile, the bar's owner, to that explosion of rapes and aswho does NOT sell condoms with saults will never be entirely
his Long Island Iced Teas, Is known, but I do believe that our
counting his cash in the back Immaturity did play a role.
room.
If we truly want a campus
He and his ilk are not, however, which is free from sex crimes
completely to blame for the po- and rampant STDs, our infatuatentially unhealthy social envi- tion with quick, easy sex must
end.
ronment cultivated in BG.

"College students,
one of the fastest
rising groups in terms
of infection, are
inundated with
information and
frequent visits from
speakers such as
'Condom Man'."

learn our vocations, but where
we learn to be responsible members of society, and this includes
sexuality.
For the sake of our collective
health and reputation, it may
very well be time to stifle our
hormones, revamp our social activities and seek out more mature, meaningful relationships.

He has set up his bar to make
Casual sex Is never safe sex.
dough, and the bar that offers
Safe sex is based on love, trust,
So chew on ice.
what the students want, makes
and knowledge of your partner's
the most.
past sexual encounters. (Ooh,
Matt Pierce is a Wednesday
The University student body how romantic!)
columnist for the BG News. Con(Huh huh, he said "body") appart a c t
him
at
ently wants sex, and not lots of it
College is not only where we mattpdbgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Money for crossings
bill debated in House
Rich Harris
The Associated Press

LAKEWOOD, Ohio - This
west-side Cleveland suburb is a
locomotive engineer's worst
nightmare: Twenty-six crossings
peppering a two and half-mile
stretch of busy, mainline railroad.
Twenty-six chances for a car to
be stranded on the tracks. Twenty-six opportunities for some impatient motorist to weave around
lowered gates because he thinks
he can beat a train.
"Lakewood is probably the
worst area for crossings that I
can recall, and I travel all over
the system," says Danny Gilbert,
manager of grade-crossing
safety for Norfolk Southern.
For almost as long as there
have been cars and trains to collide, railroads and police departments have struggled to prevent crossing accidents. Lights,
gates, bells, horns, whistles and
all manner of signals have been
employed to warn people of ap-

proaching trains.
But not everyone is getting the
message, and railroads and federal officials are out to foil the
last of the die-hard violators.
Sen. Mike DeWine, R-Ohio, has
introduced legislation that could
help convince communities to
make the politically unpopular
decision to close a crossing. Closings skew traffic patterns, which
can hurt local businesses and
anger voters.
The bill, if passed, would pay
up to $15,000 per crossing closed,
half from the federal government and half from the railroads.
"No local jurisdiction wants to
close a railroad crossing," DeWine said. "But if we give some
Inducement or benefit to the
community...we find it does
work."
DeWine also has brokered an
agreement between Ohio agencies to halve the time it takes to
install new gates and flashers.
"It takes, on average, 18
months to erect a crossing after
the final decision is made," De-

Wine said. "I found that unacceptable."
In 1994, the last full year for
which data is available, 610 people were killed and 1,923 were injured in 4,921 vehicle-rail collisions.
Figures for 1995 are not yet
out, but preliminary numbers are
"promising," Federal Railroad
Administration chief Jolene Molitoris said.
Remarkably, Lakewood police
report relatively few crossing
accidents - only seven in 1993
and three in 1994. Figures for
1995 were Incomplete, but only
one accident had been reported
through July of last year.
But that doesnt include the
number of near-collisions, which
railroad officials say happen
several times daily.
Lakewood police Capt. Dan
Clark declined to comment on
near-collisions, or whether officers see many pedestrians as
they patrol around the tracks.

High five

Tfc« AiMcUtrd
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Andre Jones, left, gets a blgh five snowball greeting from friend John Green as tbey play in Raleigh,
NC. Raleigh set a record at zero degrees, breaking the previous record of nine set ID 1980.

See RAILROAD, page four.

Company to level smokestack Number of police
:•

E

■

The Associated Press

NEW RICHMOND, Ohio - A u:; tility company on Tuesday de| cided to demolish a cracked,
v 280-foot-tall power plant smokes■■ tack judged so unstable that the
:;Coast Guard shut down all
| nearby Ohio River traffic.
After consulting with experts,
the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.
- concluded that the steel-andt brick emission stack was at risk
I of imminent collapse and could
f not be repaired.
A 50-foot-long, 1-foot-wide
I crack developed in the smokesI tack Sunday because of subzero
vcold and recent weather extremes. Two miles of the river
'-'-y/as closed to shipping the next
day, and barges were backed up
>5>y Tuesday afternoon.
:
The Ohio River is a major
commercial waterway for ship-

*

ping between the Midwest and
the Gulf of Mexico.
Company officials hoped to
have the stack toppled into the
river by Wednesday morning and
the plant restarted soon after,
spokesman Steve Brash said.
Welders were making cuts at
the base of the stack Tuesday,
and demolition experts were deployed to place explosives, he
said.
The 44-year-old Walter C.
Beckjord Generating Station,
about 20 miles southeast of Cincinnati, has six coal-burning generators.
The generator that feeds the
cracked smokestack had been
down for maintenance before the
problem occurred. The remaining five have been shut down.
The Coast Guard closed the

river to all traffic, including
commercial vessels and barges,
on Monday afternoon because of
the danger that the stack might
fall on vessels or create dangerous waves, Lt. Cmdr. Roderick
Walker said. His boss, Cmdr.
Bruce Branham, decided to close
an area between one mile upriver
from the plant and one mile
downriver.

But, Walker said: "I don't want
to lose one life or one barge of
cargo, depending on how this
thing falls."
It was not clear how soon after
demolition of the stack the river
would be reopened.

CG&E shut down the other five
generators Monday and sent all
but essential employees home
from the 175-employee power
Walker said commercial ship- plant. CG&E management was
ping companies were complain- worried that the stack could fall
ing Tuesday that the closing was on the plant and strike equipment
costing them money, but he said that contains steam under presthe river would not be reopened sure. Brash said.
The plant generates 9 percent
until the danger was removed.
"There's absolutely a lot of of CG&E's output.
pressure to open the river up,"
CG&E said it was meeting coldWalker said from the Coast
Guard's Louisville, Ky. marine weather demands for electricity
safety office. "These people need by drawing from the grid created
to get their cargo through. It's by its merger last year with Indiana's PSI Energy Inc.
costing them money."

officer deaths rise
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A total of 162
law enforcement officers were
killed in the line of duty last year,
including 12 who died in the
bombing of the federal building
in Oklahoma City, according to a
report Tuesday.
The total represented a rise in
deaths among police officers for
the second straight year, although it was far below the
highest number of 190 in 1989.
The National Law Enforcement
Officers Memorial Fund and
Concerns of Police Survivors
said the figures in their joint report were preliminary.
The deaths resulted almost
equally from felonious assault
and accidental causes.

California led the nation In.
police fatalities with 18, double
the number of Florida and New
Jersey. The Oklahoma terrorist
bombing on April 19 was the
single deadliest day in law enforcement history, the two
groups said.

HOM€ FIUCON M€NS ftflSKCTftlHL TONIGHT 7:30 PM -vs. CCNTftfU
COM€€NT€RTH€ MOOS€ OROS. COUCH POTRTO CONTCST! OP€N TO RGSU STUDCNTS ONLY.

Be A Campus Know - Know!
Join...

Campus
Fact Line
r»)«<»

Applications for positions beginning
next fall will be available

8 a.m. THURSDAY
in the Office of Student Employment
FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Sunday Feb 11
6:00 PM & 8:30 PM
Gish Film Theater
CNOU THE CODE-

Pick up Free Passat at
University Activities Organization
3rd Floor Union

EBD BEHDO II□!■
II DDD
i '-100-COlKCT-

Try to study on the weekends

£

Open to all freshmen and sophomores
Only 100 applications available
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Judge must stop Germany will honor U.S. veteran
the pigeon poop
Sonja Bartslc
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
aRCLEVULE, Ohio - A
judge who shot pigeons outside his courthouse because he
was fed up with their droppings must help solve the poop
problem as part of his punishment.
Judge William Harsha of the
4th Ohio District Court of Appeals was found guilty Tuesday of discharging a pellet in
the city, a misdemeanor.
The judge was charged Jan.
29 after an officer found him
standing outside his courthouse office, pellet gun in hand
and two dead pigeons at his
feet.
Harsha had said he knew it
was wrong to shoot the birds
but he just got fed up with being showered with pigeon

droppings.
Harsha had been charged
with a similar misdemeanor,
firing an air rifle within the
city limits. He pleaded no
contest.
He could have been sentenced to up to 30 days in jail
and a $250 fine. However,
CircleviUe Municipal Judge
John Adkins ordered Harsha
to pay the $40 court cost.
Adkins also put the judge in
charge of a committee that
must draft a report on how to
solve the pigeon problem In
CircleviUe, 25 miles south of
Columbus.
Adkins suggested that Harsha complete the report within
six weeks.
Harsha also had said he was
upset by droppings on ledges.

St. Henry worker
death investigated
water.
Deputy Angie Brunswick said
the investigation is routine and
•• ST. HENRY, Ohio - The acci- that there is no evidence that
dental death of a worker at a tur- Springer died under suspicious
key-processing plant is under in- circumstances.
vestigation, the Mercer County
Brunswick said Springer had
sheriffs office said Tuesday.
been trying to attach a chain
from a semitrailer to a disabled
Scott Springer, 25, of Coldwater, was killed after he was truck when a third truck bumped
pinned between two semitrailer one of the vehicles, trapping
Springer between them.
trucks Monday at Cooper Foods.
He was pronounced dead at
About 340 workers are emMercy County Joint Township
ployed at Cooper Foods.
Community Hospital in ColdThe Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Walter Fanner
risked court-martial to protest an
Army command that he ship 202
museum paintings from Germany to the United States at the
end of World War II.
The paintings, including works
by Botticelli, Rembrandt and
Vermeer, were sent anyway. But
Farmer's letter to superiors condemning the action created controversy, and the paintings were
returned.
On Friday, Germany will award Farmer, 84, of Cincinnati,
with the Commander's Cross of
the Order of Merit at a ceremony
in Bonn. He was to fly to Germany on Tuesday evening.
The medal Is the highest honor
Germany can give someone who
has not served in Its military or is
not a head of state, said Dean
Denlinger, Germany's honorary
consul in Cincinnati. Since reunification in 1990,
Germany has sought the return
of 200,000 German museum
pieces allegedly stolen by Soviet
troops during the war. German
researchers trying to track paintings learned about Fanner's
protest of the shipments.
"Through his dedication to the
preservation of German cultural
heritage, Mr. Farmer has set an
admirable example in personal
strength and civil courage," the
German Consulate in Detroit said
Monday.
Farmer said he was willing to
risk punishment because American officials had been talking
about keeping German-owned art
as war booty, and he thought that
was wrong.
"It's just unbelievable that
something you did at the spur of
the moment SO years ago could
mean this much," Farmer said in
an Interview from his home.
Farmer said the Army had told

Tom Uklnua/Tke Ai.ocL.ttd PrtM

Walter Fanner stands with some of his art collection in his Cincinnati apartment. Farmer will receive
The Grosse Bundesverdlenstkreuz, a major service medal, from the German government In Bonn,
Germany, for action he took in November 1945 to protect German art works.
him the paintings were being
shipped overseas for safekeeping. "Some of the words they
used were 'for protective custody" and 'until the Germans had
the right to get them back.'"
Capt. Gary Milner of the Army's public affairs office in
Washington said it would be
"sheer speculation" to comment
on events that happened 50 years
ago. A researcher at the National
Archives said any records of
Farmer's protest could not be
released over the phone.
Farmer was a captain in the
Army engineering corps when
the war ended.
He transferred to a military

monuments unit responsible for
finding art works the Nazis had
stored in salt mines and other
sites to hide them from enemies
and protect them from bombings.
The U.S. Army created collecting points to store those works
until their owners could be located.
The Nazis had stolen many of
the Items from other countries.
But Farmer was responsible for
gathering thousands of works
that had been legally acquired by
16 museums in Berlin.
Farmer directed the Wiesbaden collecting point - a bombedout building. He replaced 2,000
shattered windows, fixed the

furnace and plumbing and hung
up wet blankets to provide humidity needed by the old paintings.
On Nov. 6, 1945, Farmer
received a telegram from Army
headquarters ordering him to
prepare 202 paintings deemed
"of greatest importance" for
shipment to the United States.
"I Immediately burst into
tears," Farmer said. "I was so
furious."
He called other monuments
officers around Europe.
"The next day, maybe 30 of us
sat in my office and wrote the
protest. We had it typed and
signed on that day.
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tickets every year. Railroad security nabs thousands more treThe railroads and the FRA take spassers and crossing-jumpers.
a three-pronged approach to
But few of the 280,000 public
grade crossing safety: education,
and private railroad crossings in
enforcement and engineering.
The best-known element is the United States are foolproof.
Operation Lifesaver, an educa- Gilbert recalls riding in a State
tion program with the motto Highway Patrol helicopter and
spotting a motorist skirting the
"Look, Listen and Live."
As for enforcement, police gates at a Norfolk Southern
officers hand out thousands of crossing near Cincinnati.
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Seven family members
die in apartment fire
kitchen, Perkins said. "We feel
this is an arson murder," he said.
Police were searching for
George Avanesian, 40, who fled
to his sister's nearby home and
then left, Perkins said. The sister
called police after he left her
house and told them he had suffered burns.
"This is a horrendous crime
and we want to find him," Perkins said.
The one-bedroom apartment
was rented to Avanesian, who
also goes by the first name JorJik, and his wife. Turan, said
Peter Kissablak, the building
manager.
The 5:45 a.m. blaze at the fourstory tan stucco building singed

George Carries
The Associated Press
GLENDALE, Calif. - An arson
fire killed seven members of an
immigrant family inside their
apartment early today, and
police were seeking the missing
father who apparently fled with
burned hands and forehead.
The victims, four children and
three adults, weren't immediately identified, police Sgt. Jon
Perkins said. But neighbors said
they were members of an Iranian
family who moved to this country
two to three months ago.
Signs of an "accelerant" flammable substance-were
found in the living room and

the windows of the first-floor
unit and sent smoke throughout
the building, awakening neighbors.
"I just heard a noise and woke
up. I heard a woman yelling,"
said neighbor Vane Dishajdzyan,
who lives on the first floor.
"There was smoke first and
then first thing we heard was the
alarm," said Mary Kissablak, a
second-story resident. "We
couldn't see anything. We went
downstairs and we couldn't see
our hands in front of our faces."
The fire was confined to the
one unit, except for some smoke
and water damage elsewhere,
fire Battalion Chief Don Biggs
said.

More duckies

Two duckf enjoy their swim In a pond even though the temperature reached record lowt.

Companies crack down on computer copulation
Elizabeth Welse
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - No one
would dream of sending one of
those raunchy "I never thought
I'd be writing this..." letters to
Penthouse on the company letterhead. Nor would many employees take aut a subscription to
Hustler and have it delivered to
the office.
That's pretty close to what
some employees are doing on
their computers at work these
days. Using their corporate email addresses, they're sending
letters to sexually explicit bulletin boards or downloading material such as the "Hottest Babes of
Amsterdam."
Employers are getting wise to
the situation, and in some cases
are warning their staffs to knock

it off.
In its extremely detailed eightpage memo "Acceptable Internet
Usage Policy," Texaco Inc. tells
employees straight out that
they're being watched via the
computer activity logs and that
no funny business will be tolerated.
Texaco expressly bars employees from downloading
offensive material from the Internet. Violators can be fired.
"The user should consider
their Internet activity as public
information and limit their activity accordingly," the memo
reads.
Louis Maltby of the ACLU's
Workplace Privacy Taskforce
said: "It's the company's computer, and they have the right to
tell you what you can do with it
and they certainly have the right

to tell you you can only use it for
work."
"When you walk into the workplace, you check your privacy at
the door," said Beth Givens, director of the University of San
Diego Center for Public Interest
Law. "In numerous court cases,
employers have retained the
right to monitor the work product of their employees - and that
included electronic mail, voice
mail, telephone conversations

An acceptable-use policy Is beand keystroke monitoring."
Not all employers are as con- ing written, however, and Boeing
cerned as Texaco. At the Boeing is considering some type of filCo. in Seattle, where about 10 tering program to bar access to
percent of employees have In- certain key words.
"There's no business reason
ternet access, Lee Lathrop,
Boeing's Web master, said: "Our why anybody might be looking at
experience has been that when sex pages at work," Lathrop said.
As for computer giants IBM
people first get on, they do spend
a lot of time looking around and and Microsoft, neither has spelearning to use it. After about 30 cific policies in place.
Washington lawyer Mark
days, it falls off and they're very
Rasch, who specializes in comresponsible."

puter and Internet security, recommends companies come up
with a policy on what is permissible.
Computer privacy advocate
Jim Warren called the whole
matter an issue as old as the notion of paid employment.
"It's pilfered time," he said. "If
you don't let me pilfer time
watching alt.sex.superhunks, I'll
do it around the water cooler the old-fashioned way."
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senator
Researchers study lead exposure Oregon
is sworn in to
Toxic metal may contribute to antisocial behavior
Lindsay Tanner
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Researchers using a new test that looks for
lead in the bones instead of the
blood say exposure to the toxic
metal may contribute to crime
and antisocial behavior in children.
Boys with high levels of lead
in their bones were more likely
to engage In bullying, vandalism, setting fires and shoplifting than those with low lead

levels. University of Pittsburgh researchers found in a
study of 301 students tracked
from age 7 to 11.
"This is the first rigorous
study to demonstrate a significant association between lead
and antisocial behavior," said
Kim N. Dietrich, a lead expert
and professor of environmental health at the University of
Cincinnati. "It's very new and
groundbreaking."
Lead is known to interfere

with development of the central nervous system. Previous
studies have linked exposure in
children with learning disabilities, restlessness and the tendency to be distracted. Exposure comes primarily from old
paint and water pipes.
The University of Pittsburgh
study, published in Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association, looked at
Pittsburgh public-school children with antisocial or delin-

quent behavior.
None of the children had
ever been diagnosed with lead
poisoning and some had normal
blood-lead levels, the usual
method for determining exposure, said Dr. Herbert L.
Needleman, who led the study.
Researchers measured cumulative exposure by a new,
expensive form of X-ray that
examined the youngsters'
shinbones.

Man claims magazine can't sell his name
Anna Gearan
The Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Va. - Ram Avrahami believes his name is
worth something, and if magazines, record clubs and credit
card companies can buy and sell
it, he ought to get a share of the
profits.
Avrahami, a 33-year-old former marketing manager for a
phone company, is suing U.S.

News & World Report, arguing suit is unfounded, and they fear
that the magazine had no right to devastating consequences if Avsell his name and address to an- rahami prevails.
other company without his per"Look at it this way: If I want to
mission.
send you something and have to
"It is unfair to me. Actually it call you or write you to make
is unfair to me twice," he said sure it's OK to send you this maTuesday. "The magazine sells my terial, do you know what it's goname without asking me, and ing to do to the direct-marketing
then I receive the junk mail for industry?" said Ed Burnett, a
which I really have no use."
direct-mail consultant in New
Representatives of the direct- Jersey. "It's going to kill it, that's
marketing industry say the law- what it's going to do."

The lawsuit is not the first to
challenge direct-mail marketing,
but it apparently Is the first to
target the seller of a mailing list
rather than the buyer.
Challenges to the direct-mail
industry on the grounds that receiving uninvited mail violates a
person's privacy rights have
failed.
Since filing the lawsuit last
See MAIL, page eight

replace Packwood
Scott Sonner
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Ron Wyden
was sworn in Tuesday to fill the
unexpired term of former Republican Sen. Bob Packwood, becoming the first Democratic
senator from Oregon since 1962.
"It's a happy day," Vice President Al Gore said after he gave
Wyden the oath of office on the
Senate floor.
"You have a state that has not
elected a Democrat in 34 years
and now all the sudden one is
elected. I think it does say something about the shifting mood
across the country," Gore told
reporters later.
Wyden said he asked Oregon
Sen. Mark Hatfield to hold the
Hebrew Bible for him in the formal ceremony because he respects the Republican's ability to
pull differing parties together.
"It is easy to divide. It is easy
to blow things up. It is hard to
build," said Wyden, an eightterm congressman.
Wyden, 46, was elected in the
nation's first congressional vote-

ONLY 3 MORE DAYS!
LAST CHANCE TO GOOF OFF!

"You have a state
that has not elected a
Democrat in 34 years
and now all the
sudden one is
elected. I think it
does say something
about the shifting
mood across the
country."
Al Gore
vice president

by-mail election, edging out Republican Gordon Smith. He will
serve the three years left in the
term of Packwood, who resigned
in disgrace last fall amid allegations of sexual misconduct.
Hatfield, who Is resigning at
the end of this year, also praised
Wyden and told reporters he expected to be able to work with
him well in a bipartisan fashion.
"Being a freshman senator
does not mean he is a freshman
congressman," Hatfield said
about Wyden's IS years in the
House. "I think he'll hit the
ground running."
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China asks for help in quake's wake Haitians impatient
with new regime s
policy progress
Elaine Kurtenbach
The Associated Press

BEIJING - Officials pleaded
for help Tuesday for hundreds
of thousands of people who
survived a devastating earthquake only to endure hunger,
near-freezing temperatures
and hundreds of aftershocks.
The quake on Saturday killed
at least 246 people, Injured
more than 14,000, and left
260,000 without homes, officials said. By late Tuesday, 970
aftershocks had been recorded, including a strong
5.6-magnitude Jolt. Officials
said they expected more aftershocks of comparable strength.
The number of buildings destroyed by the quake climbed to
more than 300,000 as rescue
workers discovered entire
communities that had been
destroyed.
"I personally appeal for help
for the stricken areas. We need
all the help we can get," said
Wang Ze, an official with the
provincial government.
China's State Council, or
Cabinet, and the ruling Communist Party announced they
would send 100,000 quilted cot-

Michelle Faul
The Associated Press

The Allocated Prcit

Doctors attempt to save a child hurt In the earthquake in China.
ton garments, 100 tents, more
than 1.5 million gallons of gasoline and diesel fuel, and $2.4

million in relief funds to the
stricken area.
Military commands provided

quilts and tents for the nunSee CHINA, page eight

Syria, Israel agree on security talks
Barry Schweld
The Associated Press
DAMASCUS, Syria - Syrian
President Hafez Assad gave cautious approval Tuesday to resuming peace talks with Israel. They
reopen Feb. 26 in eastern Maryland, Secretary of State Warren
Christopher announced.
Final word on Assad's assent
reached Christopher two hours
after his meeting with the Syrian
leader ended. A senior U.S. official, explaining the two-hour delay, said Assad obviously had to
settle questions about the timing
of Israel's elections before saying yes.
Christopher's Syrian counterpart. Foreign Minister Farouk alSharaa, notified the American
diplomat as they dined on lobster
and Mediterranean snapper at
the end of a Muslim day of fasting in the holy month Ramadan.
Christopher announced resumption of the Syrian-Israeli
talks in a hotel discotheque,
where an American flag was
placed for the occasion. He said
the new round will focus initially
on security, the toughest Item on
the peace agenda.
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres is expected to announce
next week that he will call
national elections in late May instead of in October under the
current schedule. He is serving
out the term of assassinated
Yitzhak Rabin, and Peres says as
an elected prime minister he
would have a mandate to negotiate with Syria over the future of
the strategic Golan Heights.
Until he has such a mandate,
Peres is not expected to respond
to Assad's demand that Israel re-

linquish the territory it captured
in the 1967 and 1973 Middle East
wars as Syria's price for peace.
Peres likely would be favored
to win early elections, even
though many, possibly most, Israelis are reluctant to withdraw
from the rocky Golan plateau
with its clear view of Syrian tank
positions inside Syria.
The Golan Heights also Is home
to 14,000 Israelis, who were encouraged by their government to
move there and have used the
area for industries including
wine production.
Peres has conceded Syrian
sovereignty in public statements
but held off approving a full
pullback on the ground that Syria
had not spelled out its peace
terms.

Carefully steering clear of issues on which Israeli and Syrian
negotiators are deadlocked,
Christopher said real progress
toward a framework for a peace
treaty Is possible.
"Across the board, the parties
are making progress," Christopher said.
He met with Assad for 3 1/2
hours at the presidential palace,
reviewing proposals swapped
over 12 days this winter by Israeli and Syrian negotiators near
Queenstown, Md., SO miles east
of Washington.
Israeli and Syrian generals will
be in the delegations again when
the talks reopen for one week at
Wye Plantation, a secluded conference complex from which the
news media have been banned on
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the U.S. theory that secrecy engenders compromise.
Christopher has participated in
the last two rounds but his travel
schedule appears to preclude sitting in on the next one. The State
Department announced last week
a major trip beginning in late
February.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti Rene Preval Isn't even in office
yet, and already Haitians are impatient.
The new president takes office
on Wednesday without the overwhelming popular support enjoyed by his predecessor and
with widespread frustration over
the government's inability to relieve grinding poverty.
"We'll give the new government a month. If nothing
changes, then we'll show them,"
said Jean Junior, 31, an unemployed mechanic trying to hustle
a job washing a car at a downtown street market.
"We'll demonstrate. We'll
protest," others shouted.
It was a sorry mood for the
first peaceful transition of power
from one popularly elected
president to another in the
192-year history of Haiti, the
world's oldest black republic.
The current president, JeanBertrand Aristlde, will retire to
his walled-off, newly refurbished
mansion in a Port-au-Prince suburb with his new HaitianAmerican wife.
Aristlde says he'll return to doing charity work for street kids
and try to resume his role as a
"voice for the voiceless." But
many suspect he also will be a
major force guiding his successor, the man he once called his
twin.

Preval has his work cut out for
him.
He will need foreign aid to appease a hungry and angry people.
But such aid is tied to stringent
economic measures that would
cut thousands of jobs in a nation
where two-thirds of the work
force already is under- or unemployed.
Aristide's government rejected those conditions, but Preval has indicated he will adopt
the austerity measures.
He may have little choice. If
protesters take to the streets,
they could overwhelm the new
National Police, an ill-equipped
force hurriedly trained by U.S.,
Canadian and French instructors'
and which has been accused of
being trigger-happy and abusive.
Acknowledging those concerns, Preval has asked the
United Nations to keep
peacekeepers in Haiti for six
months after the current U.N.
mandate expires on Feb. 29.
Many of his former allies object, saying that extending the
mandate would prolong a mill-',
tary occupation of Haiti.
The U.S.-led force intervened
in September 1994, ousting the
military rulers who had deposed
Aristlde in a coup three years
earlier. Aristlde returned from
exile the following month.
Aristlde remains Haiti's most
popular figure, but by law could
not seek a consecutive term.
See HAITIAN, page eight
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Gaza faces population crisis
The Associated Press
El BIREH, West Bank - The
population of the impoverished
Gaza Strip will double in the next
IS years if current birth rates
continue, Palestinian officials
said Tuesday.
"Gaza eventually will explode.
There will be no Job opportunities, no sufficient services, a severe housing crisis and all kinds
of other problems," said Hassan
Abu Libdeh, head of the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics.
Palestinian women in Gaza
have an average of 7.44 children,
he said, announcing the results of

CHINA
Continued from page seven.

dreds of thousands of people
shivering outdoors in nearfreezing temperatures - afraid
that more tremors would
topple the buildings left standing.
Officials said they feared the
Hassan Abu Libdeh number of dead and injured
of the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics could rise further as soldiers
and medics worked In remote
villages.
tant to advocate birth control,
A 6-year-old boy who sufsaying it violates Islamic teach- fered severe burns and broken
ings. Yasser Arafat and other bones when a wall trapped him
leaders also advocated a high on top of a burning stove was
birth rate for years as a weapon flown to the provincial capital,
In their war of demographics Kunming, the newspaper China
against Israel.
Youth Dally said.

"Gaza eventually will explode. There will be
no job opportunities, no sufficient services, a
severe housing crisis and all kinds of other
problems."
head

a demographic survey among
15,000 Palestinian families. Gaza's population is now 934,000.
In the West Bank, the average
is 5.61 children per woman, compared to 2.9 in Israel, he said.
Palestinian officials are reluc-

About 2,000 soldiers continued to dig through the rubble
for survivors Tuesday.
Local officials said all of the
22 foreigners who had been
trapped in Leaping Tiger
Gorge during the quake had
been rescued and moved to
Kunming, One, an American,
was seriously injured but out
of danger, they said.
The names of the foreigners
were not available, and the
government did not permit
foreign Journalists to visit the
disaster site.
The Red Cross Society of
China appealed for international aid. Several hundred
medical workers were sent to

HAITIAN
Continued from page wven.
Most Haitians had wanted him to
make up the three years he lost
In exile, but under U.S. pressure
Aristide abandoned that possibility.
That left the elections to Preval, a 52-year-old agronomist. He
won 87.9 percent of the ballots,
but only 27.9 percent of the electorate voted.
An air of hopelessness surrounded the Dec. 17 election,
which Preval won more because

of his association with Aristide
than because of his own bleak
campaign message that Haiti's
extreme poverty won't end soon.
Most of Haiti's 7 million people
live as though the 20th century
passed them by. Ninety-five percent of peasants have no electricity, running water or access to
health care. Port-au-Prince, the
capital, has only four elevators.
To many citizens, the restoration of democracy has brought
an end to military-sponsored terror — but not meat to the table.

"Now, we're free to talk, we
can walk out at night, without
fear, but we cant eat. We cant
eat," said Junior.
Preval, a former grass-roots
activist, has indicated he will
abandon his far-left, militant past
and adopt the austerity measures
Aristlde's government didn't
pursue.
He reportedly plans to cut the
number of government ministries from 18 to about 10. Three
of the ministries to be cut were
created by Aristide, his former

Preval also has suggested he
will sell or lease state-owned enterprises, making good on a
promise broken by Aristlde's
government in the face of popular outcry.

essential to reviving an economy
still smarting from U.N. economic sanctions imposed during military rule.
Many Haitians think the next
step for Haiti will be determined
largely by the ability of Aristide
and Preval to work together.

Failure to privatize the companies, most of which are unprofitable, has frozen about half
of Haiti's $1.2 billion in international aid. It also has discouraged
private investment, considered

Graffiti spray-painted on Portau-Prince walls say little of Preval's election, Instead carrying a
message for Aristide in the next
election: "We're waiting for you
in 2001."

mentor.
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es Times. "Is this the price of University of Pennsylvania, is mi's name as it appears on the
modem society or is this a symp- seeking $1,100-the 8 cents U.S. list is not something that he owns
summer, Avrahami has emerged tom of disrespect for our wish- News is believed to have gotten and that the law was meant to
for his name, and the rest for ag- protect celebrities and other pubas something of a champion of es?"
On Tuesday, a Judge threw out gravation. Avrahami has already lic figures.
the American Everyman. His
"We have always maintained
electronic mailbox overflows Avrahami's case on technical spent more than that in legal
this is an Inappropriate use... and
with the complaints of fellow grounds and instructed him to bills.
Avrahami's lawsuit cites a Vir- the inappropriate court to decide
sufferers, and his lawyer has got- refile his lawsuit in a higher
ten so many calls he is consider- court. Avrahami said he will do ginia law protecting unauthor- this case," said the magazine's
ized use of a person's name for lawyer, David Fiske.
ing a class-action case against that.
U.S. News has countersued AvGeneral District Judge Karen commercial purposes without
mailers.
"The fact that we cannot es- A. Henenberg said her court, permission. The law is generally rahami, asking the higher Circuit
cape commercial intrusion, even which is Virginia's equivalent of used to protect public figures Court to affirm that the magain the sanctuary of our own a small-claims court, lacks juris- from others trying to cash in on zine's marketing practices are
lawful. That case is set for trial
their names.
homes. Is inherently troubling," diction.
U.S. News and the direct mar- June 6.
Avrahami, a graduate of the
Avrahami wrote in an opinion
piece this week in the Los Angel- Wharton business school at the keting industry claim AvrahaThe Direct Marketing Association estimates that the directmail Industry employs 18.2 million people nationwide and that
RSA PRESENTS: RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
98 million Americans shop by
Friday,
February
9
Happy And Loving Life in the Halls!
direct mail.
* Friday Madness, MacNonn Lounga. 7:00 pm-rmdrHght
In an Interview outside the
Wednesday, February 7
Sunday, February 11
courthouse, Connie Heatley,
Hall Government Appreciation Day
' RSA Re|uvenatlon. 230-630 pm, Women'. Club
spokeswoman for the Direct
Marketing Association, noted
Thursday, February 8
Residence
Hall
Week
sponsors
include:
Conklin,
Rodgers,
Stall Appreciation Oay
that people who dont want junk
Oflenhauer. Prout, McDonald Quad, Harshman Quad,
* Harehmen Quad Scavenger Hunt, Union, noon 5 00 pm
mail can register with the assoResident Student Association, Kohl and
' Game, teght witn Fnend., MacEast Fir.t Floor Lobby. 7.00pm
ciation, which will then ask its
* Orve-m Tnaatar. Andrew. Pool, Rec Center, 8:00 pm
Recreational Sports
sponsorarj by Onennauer Hall Council 1 Rec Sports
3,600 members not to solicit their
business, or they can complain to
companies directly.
Continued from page «i».

Bulletin
David Hllllard will be
spsaklng on his experiences
as an Ex-Black Panther
Wad. Fab. 7 8:00 pm
Lenhan Grand Ballroom.
For more Info, cat! UAO

@7164
SponsorM by UAO ana USQ
«*jlrjcultural Attain Commit*.

Saturday, February 3
• Ooapal Harvest. Kobacker Hall. 3:00 pm
Monday, February 3
• Prwo Scav.no* Hunt, Prout Hall
'Sal. SM Gon. Banana.. MacWMI Lounga, 8 00 pm
• Wham. Bam. No ThenK You Sam. Prout LobOy. 9 00 pm
Tuesday, February 6
•Ptx» Scavenger Hunt. Prout Hal
• CO Player., Common. Cateteria. 8:30 pm
" Ice Cream Social roHowmg th. CO Player, parlormanca

Valentine fs> Day
"Love Notes"

IBrcw NlerN Pour House*
presents

Address

V
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Display ad
%P
up to 35

y

words

$10

Phone #

353-6912

Size 01x3-810 D 1x3 ■

I'f! rking in Rear

135 v Main

820

Career Fair
February 14, 1996
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker*", is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 14,19%.

3 line minimum
80 H per Hue

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

• /;,,„/, * „,u,n,,, m *», »„« ,,,„,, ,„,droJhHr.

V»V¥VVVVVVVVV
Deadline - Friday, Feb. 9 214 West Hall • 4pm • Publication - Wednesday, Feb. 14

, A moiorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get 1 i i
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun. having \y/
a license is something you can live with. MIMIKI IHTf Hmmmvi

Tickets
$3.00 Advance
$5.00 at Door

sters Pour House

Classified ad

T.

Skin
Guys Night

10 p.m.

v Soc. #.

□ Classified -8
Color 3 YF.S
3 XO = 8.
Word Count
Message:

Trishia.
Roses are red.
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Who'

Feb. 7
'■> p.III. to

Tickets
$3.00 Advance
$5.00 al Door

Name

V

Wednesday
Feb. 7
Deep 8 p.m. to
10 p.m.

\\ t'.liH-sslav

Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially Tor them. Choose hetween a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for ' S5 to make it extra special.

1x5
Display ad
tip to 60
words
$20

the area in the northwestern
part of Yunnan province, 1,300
miles southwest of Beijing, to :.
fight the spread of diseases.
The equivalent of $9.5 million in money and supplies 1
poured in from other parts of |
the province, the Xinhua News
Agency reported. Hong Kong I
and Macao pledged aid, and "
Japan and Iran also offered as- slstance.
In a conciliatory gesture.
President Lee Teng-hui of :
Taiwan urged Taiwanese to aid ■
Chinese earthquake victims.
"We are all Chinese people,"
Lee said. "The political disputes we have with [China]
should not affect our love for
our compatriots."
More than 330,000 people
were affected by the quake,
which heavily damaged 16 of '
Li Jiang County's 24 towns,
cracked roads and wrecked
bridges.
sideration is stationing U.S.
troops on the Golan Heights as
peace enforcers, a role U.S.
troops have undertaken in Bosnia
to maintain a settlement there.
While asserting Syria's commitment to negotiating an accord, the government-guided
Syrian press has accused Israel
of exaggerating Its security worries.

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

American Heart.
Association.
FQhtng Hmtft Oaiaas.

'■

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Men*CTNYSfandSIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer I
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Komives
could return
to hoops
team tonight

Falcons' success hinges on home court
Daniels may return to lineup tonight
Scott Brown
The BG News

Scott Brown
"The BC News
Is he back?
Find out tonight - maybe.
Shane Komives, declared academically ineligible to play basketball two weeks ago, has won
an academic appeal and could
conceivably be in uniform tonight against Central Michigan,
but probably won't be until Saturday's game at Ohio.

Komives
The Toledo Blade reported
Tuesday that Komives had hired
an attorney and was prepared to
take the University to court over
his eligibility, which he claims is
valid now that he has won the appeal.
The controversy surrounds Astronomy 212, which Komives
took last semester and failed. He
transferred into the class three
weeks late, and because of that
was not allowed to complete an
extra-credit assignment handed
out the first week of class.
The extra credit, conceivably,
would boost Komives' grade to
passing, and then push his grade
point average above the 2.0 requirement. The appeal, granted
by the College of Arts and Sciences, would allow Komives to
complete the extra credit assignment.
Mike McGlll, Komives' Toledobased attorney, was in court
Tuesday afternoon and did not
return calls to The News.
Komives was mum before his
team's Tuesday afternoon practice, indicating only that the final
decision has yet to be reached.
Bowling Green coach Jim Larranaga said that a decision could
be reached today.
"I think we'll find out something [Wednesday]," Larranaga
said before his team's Tuesday
practice. Larranaga did not
comment further.
Both athletics director Ron
Zweirlein and assistant athletics
director for academic affairs
Vimette House declined comment Tuesday afternoon.
Joe Cranny, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences - the course
in question is under the wing of
Arts and Sciences - referred
questions to Nancy Footer, general counsel of the University.
Footer said late Tuesday afternoon that she has had no contact
with McGlll concerning Komives' situation.

Jauin Harrli/rhc BG Ncwi

Falcon center Dayon Ninkovlc (4) and Kirk Cowan (31) defense an Akron player's shot in a recent
game.

Home, sweet home.
The Falcon men's basketball
team is home for five of its
final eight games of the regular season, starting tonight
against Central Michigan at
Anderson Arena (7:30 p.m.,
WBGU-FM, WBV7.-FM).
Bowling Green has gone 7-0
at home this season and needs
more of that home magic the
rest of the season if it hopes to
secure home-court advantage
for the first round of the MAC
Tournament.
The Falcons are presently In
a four-way logjam in fifth
place in the conference. The
top four teams host a quarterfinal round game and get the
inside track on a MAC Final
Four appearance at the SeaGate Centre In Toledo.
"Obviously, it's important to
play well at home," said BG
coach Jim Larranaga "But
we've been getting better as a
team on the road."
One key for the Falcons tonight will be the health of
point guard Antonio Daniels,
who missed Saturday's game
at Kent with a sprained knee.
Daniels' status for tonight's
game was still uncertain as of
Tuesday afternoon.
"If he's able to play, he will
play," Larranaga said.
Daniels did practice on
Tuesday, but his mobility was
somewhat limited.
In the event Daniels will be
inactive again, Howard
Chambers will again get the
call at the point. The walk-on
provided the Falcons with a
solid performance in a starting role Saturday - he had
three steals, four assists and
only one turnover In 37
minutes - but did not score.
Developing Chambers Into a
scoring threat, as well as other
key Falcon contributors such
as Kirk Cowan and Dayon
Nlnkovic, is the Falcons' number one priority right now.
"We really haven t been able
to get our whole team playing
well together," Jay Larranaga
said. "We've had ao much injuries. Dayon was playing

really well and then he
sprained his ankle. Kirk was
starting to play really well and
then he gets hurt.
"I think these next few
games, when Antonio gets
healthy again, we'll just start
to play better and better."
Even with a healthy Daniels
tonight, however, the Falcons
will still need big contributions from their pair of walkons, Chambers and Josh Wlttensoldner.
"One of the things that you
can count on is that whether
Antonio is able to go or not
[tonight], Howard and Josh
are going to be very important
to us," Coach Larranaga said.
"We need someone to bend the
ball handler, and we're not going to want Antonio to do that
for 40 minutes."
The Falcons are hoping that
some stability will set in now
as the season reaches Its
stretch run. Various injuries
and academic problems have
made preparation for each
game an adventure.
"We've had a lot of distractions, and it might have affected us a little bit," Jay Larranaga said. "Really, I think
it's going to make us better as
a team as the season goes on.
Hopefully well be able to get
past all that stuff now and finish the season on a high."
Central Michigan provides
an interesting opponent for
the Falcons tonight BG's only
MAC road win this year (they
are 1-5 away from Anderson
Arena in the conference) was
in Mount Pleasant.
The Chippewas enter with a
5-13 overall record, 2-8 in the
MAC They have won only one
of their past nine games.
Ohio State transfer Charles
Macon is averaging 17.7 points
a game to lead CMU, but he
was held to just 11 points In
the teams' first meeting this
season. Shutting Macon down
again will be a big key for the
See FALCONS, page ten.

BG women's defense concerns coach
Steve Wlldman
The BG News
It has been a tough week for
the Falcons.
They have lost their last two
games and have moved back into
fifth place in the Mid-American
Conference. The Falcons need a
win against Central Michigan tonight to keep the hope alive to
host a game for the MAC Tournament.
Head coach Jaci Clark wants to
see the same Falcon team that
played well against Toledo and
beat Ball State and Akron.
"I'd like to see our team back
again, the team that plays hard
and aggressive. I havent seen

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
that for a while, but in practice I
saw it again and I think that we
can get back on track," Clark
said.
The lack of defense has crippled the Falcons in their last two
efforts.
"It comes down to playing defense to win games. Miami and
Kent were able to do whatever
they wanted to do offensively
and we couldn't stop them. That
puts a lot pressure on your
offense. Defensively, we have to
play harder," Clark said.

At 5-5, the Falcons are not
where they want to be in the
MAC, but the team is not throwing in the towel on the season.
The Falcons have been in "must
win" situations before, and they
think they can overcome the
Chippewas.
"We have been in this situation
before. We are in the position to
strike to get a better spot In the
MAC tournament," Clark said.
Jaci Clark
The practices have been going
Falcon
women's
head coach
well with the team working harder and playing harder. The concentration level has been high, to eight loses, but one of those
wins was against Toledo who was
Clark said.
The Falcons are not taking the in first place at the time.
"We cant underestimate any
Chippewas for granted. Central
Michigan has only two MAC wins of our opponents. Central plays

"We have been in this
situation before. We
are in the position to
strike to get a better
spot in the MAC
tournament."

well at home so we have to be
ready to play. The emphasis has
to be on what we do. We can't
worry about what our opponents
do. If we stick to our game and
execute we wont need to worry
about the other team," Clark
said.
Falcon Notts
■Charlotta Jonas is leading the MAC
in rebounding with 9.1 boards a game.
■Michelle Terry it second in the
MAC with 0.9 blocks a game.
■Sara Purhoff has dropped from
fourth to seventh in the MAC in scoring
with 17.1 points a game. Puthotf had a
off game last Saturday against Kent
where she went 2-11 for 4 points.

SEC hoops, save Kentucky, takes a beating on, off court
Paul Newberry
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - They used to say
the two favorite sports in the
Southeastern Conference were
football and spring football. The
way this basketball season is going, that might be the case again.
No. 2 Kentucky is far and away
the best team in the conference,
winning its first eight SEC games
while hardly breaking a sweat.
To make matters worse, none of
the other 11 teams is even ranked
- a bitter blow for one of the
country's largest conferences.
Compare that to the Big East,
which has three teams in the Top
10 and two more in the Top 25.
"What happens Is some people
look at Kentucky and see what

they're doing and they just assume the rest of the league is
down," said Mississippi state
coach Richard Williams. "Kentucky is just that good."
Kentucky (18-1) has won 17 in a
row since a 92-82 loss to topranked Massachusetts in
November. The numbers for the
other SEC teams are another
matter.
Arkansas (14-6), which reached
the championship game last
season, lost all five starters and
got off to a slow start. Alabama
(11-7) and Florida (9-10) also suffered major losses from their
1995 NCAA tournament teams.
Georgia (12-7), expected to be
among the top teams in the conference, has been a major disappointment under new coach

"What happens is some people look at
Kentucky and see what they're doing and
they just assume the rest of the league is
down."
Richard Williams
Mississippi State head coach
Tubby Smith, while Mississippi
State (14-5) has only recently
started playing like the team that
began the season in the Top 10.
Despite the dearth of ranked
teams, SEC coaches to a man
grow testy when the quality of
their league is questioned.
"I don't think the league is

down," said LSU coach Dale
Brown, whose team is struggling
at 11-9 overall, 3-5 in conference
play. "I think we have destroyed
each other. If you take Kentucky
out of this league, all 11 teams,
including Ole Miss, can beat each
other on any given night."
Brown can only shake his hand

when he looks at the league
standings, which show nine of the
12 teams with between four and
six losses.
"I've been In the league for 24
years, and I've seen It as balanced as it is with most of the
teams and so out of whack with
one team," he said. "I think Kentucky is the best team in the
country, bar none."
While Kentucky returned the
bulk of its 1995 team, which won
the SEC last season and reached
the finals of the Southeast Regional, the other traditionally
strong programs seemed to lose
everyone at once. No one was
harder hit than Arkansas, which
lost Corliss Williamson (19.7
points a game), Scottie Thurman
(15.4) and its other three starters.

Colored Ink

Alabama lost every starter but
one, the most devastating blow
coming when center Antonio
McDyess decided to leave school
two years early. Florida had to
replace four-year starters Andrew DeClercq and Dan Cross.
In all, the league lost five of its
top 10 scorers and six of the top
eight rebounders.
"From a marquee player
standpoint, the league is probably not what it has been the last
couple of years," Alabama coach
David Hobbs conceded.
Other factors have played •
role in the SEC slide.
It's always been difficult to win
on the road, in part because of
the brutal travel that must be endured In a league which stretches
over nine states.
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Moving teams
McClatchy gives
may force
Pirate baseball fans creation of
a Valentine's Day gift new franchises

Dream Team III could be
Magic's kingdom again

Davi Goldberg

Alan Robinson

Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

ATLANTA - For Pete Babcock, the Issue of whether Magic Johnson should play at the
'Atlanta Olympics is simple.
"My personal feeling is we
ought to select the two best
players," said Babcock, general manager of the Atlanta
Hawks. "If a player sat out 10
years, it wouldn't make a difference to me if he played well
enough to earn a spot."
Babcock is part of the USA
Basketball committee that will
get together at the end of the
NBA season to pick the final
two members of the U.S. basketball team for the Atlanta
Games.
Already, the third installment of the Dream Team includes Shaquille O'Neal,
Hakeem Olajuwan, David Rob
inson, Scottie Pippen, Glenn
Robinson, Karl Malone, Grant
Hill, Anfernee Hardaway, John
Stockton and Reggie Miller.
Johnson played on the original Dream Team that won the
gold at Barcelona in 1992. Last
week, he rejoined the Lakers
after a 4 1/2-year retirement
and immediately began lobbying for a spot on the Atlanta
team, noting his international
experience.
"I know I can get out there
and do my thing," said the
36-year-old Johnson, who had
21 points, seven rebounds and
six assists in a victory Sunday
night over Utah
j Johnson retired from the
NBA in 1991 after contracting
the virus that causes AIDS. He
played at Barcelona the following year even though some foreign players expressed con-

The Associated Press

AP phots/Lenny IgftcUl

Magic Johnson celebrates after winning the gold medal In basketball In the 1992 Olympics In Barcelona, Spain.
cerns about banging elbows
with someone who had contracted HIV.
Babcock doesn't think Johnson's physical condition would
be an issue if he was selected
this year.
"I would assume that's because people are a little better
educated today than they were
four years ago about how the
infection is spread, what's viable and what's not viable in
terms of the danger," Babcock

said. "That includes Earvin's
own health More Is known today about how strenuous activity affects his own health Everything I've heard so far is positive along those lines in terms
of him coming back to play."
The Dream Team will be
coached by Lenny Wilkens of
the Hawks, the winningest
coach in NBA history. He
steadfastly refused to take a
stand on whether Johnson
should be part.

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Pirates' 18-month search
for a buyer apparently will end
when California businessman
Kevin McClatchy closes the $90
million sale on Feb. 14.
Despite the last-minute with
drawal by one of his biggest investors, McClatchy was told
Tuesday the 28 club owners will
vote on the purchase Feb. 13. If
they vote to approve, the sale
would be completed the following day - the same day the Pirates start spring training in
Bradenton, Fla.
"We've traveled a long, bumpy
road, and we've had a lot of obstacles, but, somehow, we were
able to fix it and get it done," said
McClatchy, who at 33 would be
the majors' youngest owner. "I
am extremely relieved, and feel
good about what our group accomplished."
The Pirates' 10 owners were
advised Tuesday by major league
baseball to finalize the sale.
Baseball's ownership committee
recommended approval of the
sale in a directive to club owners,
whose vote will probably be only
a formality.
Only Monday, McClatchy's
purchase didn't seem nearly as
certain.
A deal involving $69 million in
cash from a dozen investors finally seemed done following the
ownership committee's Jan. 30
approval. But scrap metals
dealer Bill Snyder pulled out his
$S million Investment a day later
in a dispute over control.
Snyder was unhappy the Pirates' board would have no say in
"It was a surprise, and they
the team's day-to-day operations, thanked us for hanging In there
as McClatchy said it would. and saving their team," McClatMajor league baseball guidelines chy said.

FALCONS-

\Come See SISTERHOOD at its best

Continued from page nine.

Falcons tonight.
"The big key is going to be if
Anthony [Stacey] is going to be
able to shut down Macon like he
did last game, and everyone else
being able to help him out," Jay

B (! SI

Larranaga said.
BG will also have to be on the
lookout for guard Aaron Brown,
who is shooting 52.3 percent
from 3-point range this season.
He had a CMU-high 20 points
against the Falcons earlier.

Presents:
A Touring Production

(Platero
Monday, February 5
and
Wednesday, February 7
9-10 P.M.
at the Phi Mu House located
behind the union

dictate each team designate a
managing general partner with
decision-making authority.
With the Monday deadline for
filing his final paperwork barely
48 hours away, McClatchy
scrambled not only to make up
the missing $5 million, but to
convince other partners not to
leave, too.
Frank Brenner, a North Carolina metals dealer; brother,
Mark, and friend Donald Beaver,
who were brought into the
McClatchy group by Snyder,
kept the deal from possible collapse by retaining their $5 million investment.
i
McClatchy also convinced a
new investor - Ken Pollock, an
oil, gas and mining executive
from Wilkes-Barre, Pa - to take
Snyder's place. Pollock, who
owns Susquehanna Coal Co., and
is chairman of Pennsylvania Gas I
and Water, was brought into the I
group by U.S. Sen. Rick San-'
torum, R-Pa.
Santorum initially expressed
reservations last year with
McClatchy's commitment to
keep the Pirates in Pittsburgh.
"We were able to fix our problems," McClatchy said. "If it had
been the first obstacle we encountered, I probably would have
been more nervous."
McClatchy also got a psychological boost by attending the Pirates' annual wintertime fan festival. Despite the city's obsession
with the Steelers' Super Bowl
drive, fans waited up to 20
minutes Friday and Saturday for
McClatchy's autograph - perhaps a first in this era of fan antagonism toward club owners.

&I
An evening of poetry by
Juan Ram6n Jiminez
and music by
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco

The Associated Press

NFL owners again face their
most perplexing question this
week - how to fit 30 teams into 32
cities.
The only feasible answer may
be a new round of expansion, a
solution cited this week by
several team and league sources.
But the major business when
the owners meet In Chicago on
Thursday and Friday is likely to
be approval of Cleveland's move
to Baltimore - with the condition
that the Browns' name and colors
remain in Cleveland.
The meeting comes a week
after the Seattle Seahawks became the fifth team in the last
year to move or announce their
intention to move. In the Seahawks' case, it's to the market
opened up in Southern California
by the moves last year of the
Raiders and the Rams.
That turbulence has raised
eyebrows - not only among the
fans, but among the owners.
"I really don't know what's going on in this league," Buffalo
Bills owner Ralph Wilson said
Tuesday. "I'm really sad to see
what's happened to it. We don't
have any rules and regulations
anymore."
But Wilson appears to be only
one of four potential votes
against the move by the Browns.
Eight are needed to block it.
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue
would not disclose his recommendation on Tuesday, saying
he'd make a final decision after a
meeting Wednesday night in Chicago with the stadium and
finance committees.
But sources say Tagliabue and
Cleveland Mayor Michael White
appear ready to accede to Art
Model!'s move of his team.

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

WEDI\ SHAY

icoMi.-\-(;iti:iM:itY

PHI: AS AM ROOM

PIZZA
$5.20

SPAGHETTI
$4.95
plus
tax

All Yon Can Eal
Incl: Salad Bar, baked
potato veggie & unlimited
beverage

Ol'EX 4:»0-7|»ni
' All Student meal plan cards
accepted

Incl: Salad & Garlic
Bread
OPEN 4:30-7pm

" All students meal plan cards
accepted

SPRING BREAK
iNAMA ( I I Y RFAC I I,

February 2-3 at 8:00 pm
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall
Tickets $6.00 adults; $4.00 students/seniors
Call the Box Office at 372-2719 for tickets
Monday-Friday 10-2 & 4-7

PER PERSON PER WEEK

SANDPIPER BEACON
650 FEET OF GULF' BtACM FKONIACI
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Browns may gallupto Baltimore as Mustangs
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE - Cleveland
Browns quarterback Vlnny Teataverde said he was told the
Browns will be known as the
Mustangs when they move to
Baltimore for next season.
But a team spokesman said

interview while he was at a golf
Tuesday that's not so.
"I don't know where he got that outing in Tampa, Fla.
Browns owner Art Modell anfrom," David Hopcraft, a
spokesman for the Browns, said nounced Nov. 6 that he signed a
from the team's office In Balti- deal Oct. 27 to move the Browns
to Baltimore for the 1996 season.
more.
"I don't know if the cat's out of
Cleveland's WKYC-TV reported Monday night that Testaverde the bag yet, but It looks like we're
made the comment In a brief going to Baltimore and it looks

"I don't know if the cat's out of the bag yet,
but it looks like we're going to Baltimore and
it looks like we'll be called the Mustangs."

like we'll be called the Mustangs.
The Baltimore Mustangs," Testaverde said. "I'll have to get
used to the name, but we'll see
how it goes."

Cleveland is attempting to
block the move, and a trial Is set
Browns quarterback for Monday.

Vinnie Testaverde

Classifieds
JOBSUOBSUOBSUOBSUOBSI
FRESHMANIFRESHMANIFRESHMANI
SOPHOMORE SI SOPHOMORESI
JOBSUOBSUOBSUOBSUOBSI

CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last session lor senior portraita
Don't be left out ol your graduating
class's igge KEY yearbook.
Call 372-8086 now to schedule .lining

CAMPUS EVENTS

ATTENTION lUNOHtTV STUDENTS

DISCOVERY DAY CONFERENCE
ITS not no late to sign up lor the first annual
Oscovery Day Conference on Sal. Fab. 10
from Sam - 12:30pm Call Jenny at 354-6054
lor more into.

Oparatlon: WORE
Minority Career Fair

Wedneeoay, February 1«h
1:00-5:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Bring a raauma • Bring a friandll
2 2451 detslle

••MARKETING WEEK"
Thar* win 0* a FORMAL AMA meeting on
Wad. Fab. 7 ai 7:30pm m BA 1007. Coma haar
Quest speaker Frank Kertnard talk about hia
career with Eddla Bauer. Hope lo see you
fflerel
A Cup Ol Culture
An informal maaong which aiiowi students to
share thatr cultura experiences. Refreshments
will Da aarvad.
Spaakari today: Dana TrochavXa la talking
about children horn lorn-war countries. Laah
Pott* '• ahanng with us har experiences baing
in an American family
Organized and sponsored by tha World So>
dentAssociatton.
Placa Oil campus Student Center
Time 3 30-4 30 pm Wednesday
ARE YOU HAVING A DIFFCULT TtME RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? II the answer is yes. then you
need to attend the Creative Ways lo Recruit
New Members' workshop that wil be presented
on Wed . Feb 7. I996al 7 00 PMin the Alumn
Room ol the University Union. For reservations, please contact the Office ol Student Lila
at 372-2843

DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO 6 HSA WILL BE SELLING
BALLOON BOUQUETS IN THE UNION
FOYER
FEB. 12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WILL DELIVE R OffCAMPUSIII
WSCALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK. OR BURSAR
FaH 1»v* Cows* Bsqoeetlng
The deadline to course request lor
Fall Semester IBM is today at 5 p.m.
Oonl miss your opportunity to be
included in Priority Registration
which begins Aprs 3.1996.1! you
do not course request, your feat
chance to register tor Fan 1996
swi«baonAprH22.1906.

ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
BGSU BIOOOMOBM-E
FEBRUARY S-g
I030AM-4 30PM
AMANIRM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

Need a study break?
Come to the Coffee Shop'
For Music. Food, and Relaxation
Falcon's Nest
Thura.Feb.e apm-IOpm
Coffee and Pastries wil be sold
For more info contact 2-7164
i

Open Meeting for Chnslen Service Club
Kappa Pin ■ Wed Feb 7th 7 00 at Fust
United Methodist Church next to Wendy's.
ROCK YOUR WORLDI
VISIT CLEVELAND'S OWN
ROCK -N- ROLL HALL OF FAME
Sat. Feb. 1061 $14
Sign up Jan 29 Feb.7
In the SAO Office ■ 330 Umon
Call 2-2343 tor more into

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
The Bowling Green Student Education Association will be holding a Membership Drive in
lie Union Foyer on Fab. 5th, 7th. 6 Mi from 10
am to4p.m.
BGSEA Bring a tend and
JOINTOOAYI
Former Black Panther ■ David Hdlard
will be speaking on Wad. Fab. 7
8pm •Lenhart Grand Balroom
sponsored by UAO "2-7164
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE
..GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLOODMOBS-E
FEBRUARY 59
10 30AM-4 30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

Fashion Merchandising Association
General Meeting
Wed. Feb. 7 Bom FCS Galena
Speaker: Manger at HMs

Now hiring operators tor Campus Fact Una
Open to Freshman and Sophomores.
Only 100 applications available, beg. @ 6am
THURSDAY. Oflloe of StudentEmptoymant
Job begins next fall: training tha spring
For more information call
The Oltloa ol Public Relations, 372-2616.

SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN
Call 372-8086 to schedule your sitting.
Last chance (or May and August Grads
S6 sitting lee can be
charged through Bursar.
The deadine Is approaching. Friday. February
9th is tie last day *> turn in nominations tor
boBi December and January Student Leaders
of tha Monti Help ua to recognize tie great
leaders of this campus by turning in your nominations to 405 Student Services. Sponsored by
SO.L.D,BGSLra Leadership Group.
USG 6 UAO encourage all students to
participate in the BGSU Town Meetings
w/President Ribeau.
101 decamp
Tues.Feb 6@9om
VOICE YOUR OPINION!
BE THE LEADERS OF THIS INSTITUTION

PERSONALS

LOST & POUND
MUM

"Chi Omega-Chi Omega"
OPEN RUSH
February 7*6 8-8:45/9-9:45 p m
Chi Omega House
OPEN RUSH
••CN Omega-Chi Omega"

Blue 6 white contact case w/ contact, in 2nd
fir. West Hal woman's reatroom. a couple of
weeks ago Claim in 204 Weal HalrBG News
LOST: Pair ol glasses in blue case, please can
352-3812.

•Outstanding Senior Candida!ee"
Your application packet is due
no later than 5pm. Monday. Feb. 12

SERVICES OFFERED

at Msec Alumni Cemer.
NAILS BY CHRISTK—"
10% off all Nail Services. 15* off If you purchase a Gift Certificate (great idea tor your
VALENTINE.) Parted Touch 1064 S. Main,
352.2812. Must present coupon tor discount.
veidunM2/17.
Do you want D know tie secret ol removing
BAR STAMPSfmm your hands? Try rial polish
remover. 10% off all nail services-good unri
Feb. 171 Must present coupon' NAILS BY
CHRISTIE at Perfect Touch. 352-2812.
FREE SELF ASSESSMENT
Come tor a free, confidential screening
and information on eanng disorders
Where? Room 222, Wellness Canter
Whan? Today. Fab. 7
What Dme? 6-5
For more information, cat 372-WELL
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Questions, call E truly & 2-4693
Alpha Xi Delta
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate Kacy Shew on her pearling toShane
HartweW
Alpha Xi Dana
Alpha Xi "Sigma Chi* Alpha Xi
The sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta
would like to congratulaa
Mleay Blak on har Lavakenng
to Mike SwKzer ol Sigma Chil
Alpha Xi'SigmaChi'Alpha Xi

Alpha XITheta CnTAlpha Xi
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulaleHeetherCooperonherlavalienngto
Chad Br ockec hmldl of Theta Chil
Alpha XITheta ChfAJpha Xi

AOa'RUSH'ACHI

Come meet the asters ol
ALPHA OMtc RON PI. Experience
what we are all about!
AOII-RUSH-AOII

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
Get Reedy tor Operation: MORE
Mnorlty Caraar FasDavid Stanford wil apeak:
Monday. Feb. 12th. 7pm. 112BA
•How to get the MOST from a Job Fair'
ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
Get Ready tor Operation MORE
Unority Career Far
Come gets FREE Resume Dsakll
Come gel a FREE Resume Dakll
Come get a FREE Resume Diekll
310 Sudani Servteea/2-2451 details
ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS

Alpha XITheta Chi-Alpha XI ^
Tha sisters of Alpha XI Delta would like to congratulate Cerrie Hutehleon on har lavaNartna
toAlanOrottleolThetaChi!
Alpha XITheta C in -Alpha XI

continued on p. 12

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
YOU CAN CHANGE THE FACE OF BGSU

Apply for 1996-1997
USG President, Vice-President or At-Large-Senator
• Petitions for candidacy available Feb. 5th
in 405 Student Services

BOWL KG S BLLARDS TOURNAMENT
Fn. Feb. 9 4 Sat Feb. 10
Buckeye Room - Umv. Union
Begins at 4pm on Fab. Olh
Noon on Feb toth
Admission IS "Sign up in the Buckeye Rm.
sponsored by UAO '2-7164
Brownie Mary cornea to BG once againl Catch
them at Easy street. Thursday. Feb. athl
They've just released a new CO You can hear
tie live interview with Brownie Mary. Thursday,
from 6-8 p m on 8»0 AM WFAL Cable 50

SPRING BFi'EAK

t^JUsr

LONDON
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
FRRNHFURT
ROME

$819
$239
$275
$239
$309

• Mandatory meeting for all candidated on the 2nd
floor landing of student services on Feb. 14th

IstKtt fnaMM HClNOergNllltKCMSt
fats H M KM Ififi* lots M MSHUrt liter*
QUTiB.ata1rjilUWMlSHSs.S3IK soa*
e«»l**«»i«KifclWa<«*lewt«tcMifB
MM sHcm It It Hup ftnmK dxica IDK M
iMHHNeMUIN MISltMlMMirsntifan
lit sijtti
ll tliiii
IIIIIICIIIIS
IPIH

Travel

-KiT^^l^^*is-»a«--_

• Petitions due Feb. 14th at 12:00 p.m.
in 405 Student Services

_

PANAMA CITY BEACH

M

(IKK: Council on International
Educational Exchange

FOR INFO CAU
l.tlp://www. takeabreak.com

M rM IM Hti / /aaa cin M|/rJs;ctsksat Ira

1-800-95-BREAK

TARI A ■REAK STUDENT TRAWll

800-2-CBUNCIL

• n» *MO» oaisosa on Mstwroi / MM SOU / iaa* or sot

1-800-SVNCUAS*

TOLL

rase swottsMsoal a tasaavarsoeu

[1-800-226-8624]

ILfi^to j5

starts with a
professional
Family
management team!

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:
Special Benefits:
■»* No parental guarantee
■** Professional management
•** Full time maintenance service
"*" Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:
843 Sixth St.
725 Ninth St.
228 S. College
114 1/2 S, Main
801 Fifth St.
709 Fifth St.
309 High St.
117 1/2 N. Main
803 Fifth St.
320 Elm St.
824 Sixth St.
Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure.

Time Is
Running
Out
for

Senior
Portraits
Our professional studio photographer is here for only

NEWIWE
Rentals

352-5020
ir, m )
lit; \,«^ i.

>..!..I "I

3 more days!
Call 372-8086 to schedule your sitting.

Sports
page twelve

Wednesday, February 7,1996

The BG News

Junior high basketball coach mauls officials
The Associated Press
ALEXANDRIA, Ky. - A youth
league basketball coach and his
Junior high-age players, angry
about losing a game, punched and
kicked two referees and
slammed them with metal chairs,
witnesses said.
"I saw the two men. One's nose

was all messed up and the other's
head was bleeding. They were a
mess," said Jennifer Aboutorabl,
who attended the game Sunday at
the Old Campbell County High
School In this northern Kentucky
town.
Police were Investigating
Monday. No charges had been
filed.

The referees, Brian Sizemore,
28, and David Wolfe, 26, were
taken to St. Elizabeth Medical
Center South. They were treated
for face and head Injuries and
were released.
Witnesses said the attack occurred after the Bandits, sponsored by the Boys and Girls Club
of Covington, lost to a team spon-

the head with metal chairs,
pounded them with a basketball,
and punched and kicked them
after they fell to the floor, the
witnesses said.
"One official made his way to
his feet and a kid took a basketball and just beaned him in the
head like the final knockout,"
said Jeanna Salamone of Fort

Wright, the former wife of the
H&W coach, Tony Salamone of
Cincinnati.
"This wasn't just pushing and
shoving," she said. "It was a
full-scale riot"
Pouncy disagreed with that description.
"It was, like, more pushing,"
Pouncy said Monday.

Rmte. wanted 96-07 schootyear.
$i70/mo. No unl Own room. Aak for Chris or
Mercy 352-6724.

Put-ln-Bay business needs drama students.
actors, and actresses Great Pay. (410)
806-1116

FOR RENT

Roommaie lor Wooster St. House. May
96-May «7. Also wanted. Sublease" for summer of '06.353-8015.

Sufficient Grounds Coffee House
inPenyaburg
10 mm. from BG. now hiring coffee bartenders
Flexible hrs., all shifts available
Call

1 bdrm e unl In small houae. Neer campus.
Call Kevin 353-4616.

sored by H&W Sports of Florence.
The referees had declared the
game over after the Bandits
coach, James Pouncy, cursed and
threatened them, witnesses said.
Pouncy then rushed the two
officials, and his seventh- and
eighth-graders followed, witnesses said. They hit the referees in

The HG News
continued from p. 11

DAYTONA «1J4/pereon lor 7 nights, $124
•or I nights. Stay beachfront In the heart of
SPRING BREAK! call 1-*TJ0-eV*eV7423.

SEER ADVERTISING

Dont run your spnng vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning * 352-7880

Noons, mrrore. lighted signs, banners, poelers. inflatabiee. and more. AX posters only St
each.
Quality Stains A Coilecoblee
tas S. Main St. M-Th. 3 30 8 00
ONE FREE POSTED WITH AD

FIJI—AXO—FUI
Congratulations to
TriclaVanSweartncten
and

Breweter'e Pourhouaa
Praeanta
All Female Review
Skin Deep
Party with 4 Sexy Girls
Wednesday. Fab. 7th. 8-11pm
S3 advance, SS at itta door.

Chuck Aplglan
on your engagement I

BeetWIehee.
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta
AXO—fWI—AXO

Brownie Mary comes to BG once againl
Catch tiem at Easy Street. Thursday. February 8ihl They've just released a new CO You
can hear the sve interview wilh Bronie Mary
Thursday from 8-8 pm on MO AM WFAL Cable
SO

Find out al about peace, love, and sisterhood
with Sigma Kappa. Come to open rush on
Tuesday Feb. 8 and Thursday Fab. 8 from 0 to
10 pm at the Sigma Kappa Houae.
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over 08 Billion in public and private aector
grants A scholarships is now available. Al students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's income. Let us help. Cafl
Sudani Fnanoal Services: 1-800-283-8405
eit FS5444

CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last session lor senior portraits.
Don't be left out of your graduating
class's 1 »S6 Key yearbook.
Cal 3724008 now lo schedule a sitting

HITCH THE SKIES
Camb/Mei only HBO r/1
Europe $169/ Low Domestic Rates
AIRHfTCH
000-328-2000

CAMPUS POLLVEYES
FEBRUARY SPECIAL - LARGE SPECIALTY
PIZZA FOR THE PRICE OF A MEDIUM. MSCEONLY

JOeSIIUOBSIILOBSIIUOBSHUOeS"!
FRESHMANIIfRESHMANHIFRESHMANMI
SOPHOMORESIIISOPHOMORESIH
JOBSIIUOBSIIUOBSIILIOBSIILlOBSIII

CATCH THE SPIRITI
RUSH GAMMA PHI BETA
Tues. Feb. S. 8:00-8:45 and 000-0:45
Thura. Fab 7.8:00-8:45 and 0:00-0:45
THE SPIRIT NEVER DCSII

Now faring operators for Campus Fact Una
Open D Freshman and Sophomores
Onty 100 applications available beg. & 8am
THURSDAY, Office of Student Employment
Jobs begin next fall; training this spnng.
For more information call
the Office of Public Relations. 372-2818.

DAVTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away to tie honaat action in Florida
where guys meet girlsl New moss! on tie
ocean. AAA-aaM. beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Dont be left
out el thla Special Promotion-Call
1 -800-682-081 g

k*«ion ol scholarships 337.000 sources 110
Billion. Regardless ol grades, parents income.
Recording 800-555-8534 Code AS.

DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKMG FOR A GREAT GFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO A HSA WILL BE SELLING BALLOON
BOUOUETS
H THE UNION FOYER FEB.12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WILL DEL IVE RON-CAM PUS"'
7»rS CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH, CHECK. OR BURSAR

Mas Bowling Green
Scholarship Pageant
Frl.Feb 0 a? 7:30pm
LenhartGrand Ballroom
Studena $2.00 Adults $5 00
Sponsored by RSA, IFC, USG, UAO,
Hard Bodies Gym, BG Balloons.
For more information contact Steve or
Janet at 2-2343.

j^LG. 1 ITEM $ 6.5o;
•,|

Add Bieadslicks For Only S2.00 |,

i | Coupon
! Expires

Good Al All |
Participating
Locations'

il

I
InZZCr

■ I
] .
• I

Sines 1964

Opan Wednesday
(Valentines Day) tor lunch
11am - 1pm

NERF BALL GIVE-AWAY
The 1st 100 people at the MensB Ball game
vs Central Michigan will receive ana.
Dont Mas fill
wed. Fob. 7 e730pm
Anderson Arena
sponsored by UAO "2-7164
Operation MORE
Minority Career Fair
Wedneedey, February 14th
1:00-8:00PM-Orand Ballroom
Bring iRnum - Bring e Friend!!
Summer |obe' Permenent hire,
Internehlpe
2-2451 detalle
Order of Omega
Meeting today at g:iSpm on Second Floor Student Services. Any questions call Lfeby
0353-1250

•

j i FREE DELIVERY I

!^ .352-5166 ;

Rush Alpha Gamma Delta
Where it all begins)
Wedneeday.Feb.7ti
8-8 45.00 45
Drees is casual. Bring a friend'
Rush Alpha Gamma Delta

RUSH-KAPPA DELTA-RUSH
The sisters of Kappa Delta
would eke to invite you to
Spring Rush, Thura. Feb. Bti
at 7:30 at tie Kappa Delta Houae.
RUSH-KAPPA DELTA-RUSH
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
M you are graduating in May or August call The
KEY yearbook office at 3728086 now to
schedule your anting. (8 fee can be charged
through the buraar.

Sublease/ Wanted an mediately i
$16Srmo. Close to campus. Large! Call Joey
al 372-6107.

Spring Break One Stop Shopping!!!
All destinations, most tour companies.
Tired of sesrehmg every bulletin board?
Save Timelll Can Jim 352-8841 todayIII

HELP WANTED

Spnng Break Panama City Beach Florida from
$00 par person per week. Tiki Beach Bar.
Huge Beachside hot tub. Free Information
1-800-468-8820.
USG 4 UAO encourage all studena to
participate in the BGSU Town Meetings
w/Proetdont Ribeau.
101 Oscamp
Tuee. Feb. 8 00pm
VOCEYOUROPfNIONI
BE THE LEADERS OF THIS sMSTITUTIONI
USG-USQ-USG-USG
You can change the race of BOSUI
Apply for 1906-1997
USG PreeMont. Vke-Preeldent, or
Al-Large Senator
• Pennons tor candidacy available
Feb. 5 m 40 5 Student Service*
•Pennons due Feb. 14 at 12 pm.
in 408 Student Service*
'Mandatory meeting for al Candida IBS
on the 2nd floor lounge of Student Services
on Feb. 14
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS:
Room for 2. kvroom amenlnes.
Call 352-4671 for details.
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL.
Water magic - Swimming program addressing,
adults lea/ of the waasr. Beginning Feb. 27tt at
Sudani Rec Center. Tues * Thura. 0-tOpm, 8
classes. Sign-up aval, at Rec Canter. Can
3/2-2711.
Women's rugby info meeting
wed. Feb. 7,208 ED. BLDG.
7.-00 p.m. Ouesttons. cat
Heather or Rachel at 372-4S45
fondness is Contagious
A Highly Infecnous
Any organization, student faculty member, or
staff paraon at BGSU or member of the community Interested in participating In
RANDOM ACCESS KINDNESS WEEK!
Fab. 12-18. Please contact KINDNESS
Scon T. kachaelis. Representative
scotttmObgnet.bgau.edu
(That's 3 r») or cal 410-354-0725.
'Practice Random Kindness and
Senseless Acts of Beauty.'
Any organization, student, faculty member, or
staff paraon at BGSU or member of the community mlerested in participating in helping tie
vicoms ol the BGSU Rodgers Dormitory fve Incldent. Contact KINDNESS, call
410.352-0081.

WANTED

3-4 people 3 bdrm. apt., rent negotiable
$300(71. Good location Call Megan 354-7086.
Female roommate needed tor Fall '96 and/or
Spring *97 Good location and flood price
353-0077 aak tor Rachel.
Female roommate needed tor ge-'07 school
year. Cal Angie 354-5306.
Femsle Subieaser Needed Immediately.
Summer or Fall Non smoker. Sigo/mo, low
ml. Clooo to campus. Call 352-5423.
Male or female subieeser from now until May.
$22S/mo. Close to campus. Electhc A phone
onty. Very moa opt. Cal 353-3212.
►seeded 4 roommaiee for summer.
May 19- Aug 16 Call either Jenny©
372-5043 or Michelle O 372-5042

$9.40 WHAT A DEAL!

Subieaears - 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, low unl. rent
negocaO*. Available now Karen 372-1983

S Cruise Ships Hirmgi Students Needed! $$$ e
Free Travel (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaiii)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary.
Gde..gig-g29-4398 en C0173
$100,000 FIRST YEAR commissions possible
We need recruitera, trainers, and managers.
24 hour recorded measag*. 1-800-260-5685
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For intecal 301-306-1207.
SMMXWYR. INCOME potential. Reeding
books. Tool Free (1) 8008969778 ExL
R-2076 for details
250 Counselors A Insructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mma..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Kenitworth, NJ 07033(006) 276-0006.
SO GYMNASTICS
POSITIONS
Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious
children's eummer camps in NY, PA and New
England. Be available 8718-8718. Top fao»flee. Free room, board, navel. Top salaries.
Call Arlene: 1-600-443-6420: 516433-8033.
Choose from over 30 camps I
Alaska Student Jobs' Great $$$i Thousands of
|obs available.
Male/Female
Room/Soard/Tran soon often provided. Great
Adventure. Gde. 010-033-0188 exl. A1073
CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAIT*
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Don't look for a rob before you have your
senior portrait taken. Call 372-6086 now to
schedule a sitting Last chance this year.
COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 poettione! Coed Bummer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA. Good aalarympol (006) 660-3330.
Diawaaher needed kwMEDIATELYI
Some days, some nights. Apply a! BG Country
Club. 023 Fairview Ave. 352-3100.
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION?
DO YOU LIKE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST?
DO YOU LIKE TALKING TO PEOPLE?
If you answered yes to any of these quesnons.
we have a question lor you
Want ID work at Campus Fact L me'
Now hiring operators for jobs beginning si tw
fall. Open to freshman end sophomores.
Only 100 applicaiiona available, beg. OSam
THURSDAY, Office of Student Employment.
For more information call
tie Office of Public Relations, 372-2618.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuHno envelopes
al home. Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Oept. U1. P.O. Box 177S, Denhem
Springs. LA 70727.
Graphic artist: Art director for commer oal printing, etc.. flexible hours. 20/wk, flexible
w/schccJ schedule, tomr. Cal 410-471-0511.
Home Heal th Aides Needed
lor FT APT work Call on
Duly Medical 8* - 4p 01 -600- 506-8773.
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1 800-513-4343 Ext B-0640.
Our firm la looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer Earn $6.000-$10.000 per sum
mar. Positions available throughout OH. Ml. M,
including Cleveland. Columbus. Youngslown,
Cmonnati, and more 800-887-1960

41Q* 72-2760.
Summer business Am you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost, management raining. Earn up to $600 per week. Vehicle req. Cell Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074.
TEACH ENGLISH M KOREA
Positions available niy month Bachelor degree required. $18,uO0-24.0O0/yr. Accom .airfare A benefits. Send resume, copy of diploma
A copy of passport to: Bok J Corp. Chun Bang
Bldg . 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kangrvam Gu,
Seoul, Korea. TEL: 011422-556-5627 FAX:
011422552-4320.
Toledo AuB Auction
Part-time help needed
Inquire at 0707 Freemonl Pike m
Perryaburg. even/ day except Wednesday
VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
Community Mental Health Center serving parsons who have a severe mental health disability has an opening tor one (1) fuli-nm* Vocational RehacAlation Counselor Trsa parson
works with many egenoes. employers and
services Asses see vocational needs, requesa
necessary diagnostic toeing evaluation from
doctors, develops Individual Written RehaMrtabon Plane, monitors conaumera progress, provides counseling, career plannmg and maintains awareness of individual and project
goass.
Education/Experience: Must be Licensed as a
Professional Counselor (L PC.) by the State of
Ohio Counselor and Social worker Board or
L.P.C. or C.R C eligible (Masters Degree in a
counseling field committed to three (3) years
clinical supervision under an L.P.C. or L.P.C.C.
and sitting tor the L.P.C. exam and nave one
(1) year of experience in vocational rehabilitation. Must have a valid drivers lioansa and reliable transportation.
If interested please send resume and cover letter by Friday, February 16. 1008 to: Samuel
Hancock Human Resources Manager. Zepf
Community Mental Health Center, 6605 W.
Central. Toledo OH 43617. EOEAvVF/HA/;
Volunteer tutors needed
Heights. Tues A Thura.
352-7534.

\\ In my book. SamB's.
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus. ^^

2 bedroom apt. All utilise* paid.
Close to campus. May-May. $43S/mo.
352-5475.
2 Female rmmts. needed for summer
session $250 tor entire summer Close
10 campus. Can 354-4191
2 ROOMS M BG FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS. SHARE LARGE HOUSE. FIREPLACES. QUIET. $105 PER MONTH A UTllTES. CALL 352-5523. LEAVE MESSAGE.
353-0325' Carty Rentals
Apartments for 06-07 school year
300 block olE. Merry 0,12.15 month lessee
835 5th St. 3 beds. 1 bath. $750 plus uH.
310 1/2 Ridge 1 bad, 1 bath, $275 plus utliaae. Call John Froboae 352-0302.
APT. SUBLEASCR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
1170.00.1*0.
CALL1-41»-lS$-2002ORU1a-32a-2$V)
Efflc 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. In houses
12 mo. leases only starting in May Sieve
Smith 3624017. (nocelts after oaopm).
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts
1 year. 0 month, and summer leasss
Call 352-7454
LOOK! 704 Fifth St.
Call 352-3445.
SOnO. 12 mo., or Summer le
Need Female Bubleanf tor summer Own
Room. $i50Atio * ull. May - Aug. Cal Danes*
382-4770.
Now Available/1 bdrm. turn. A unfum apai
Cory coiiagecharm. 1 block from campus.
FREE gas heal, water, sewer. Pet* peirramd.
Call Newtove Rentals 352-5620 (Our onty olfice.)
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW

Call 354-6600
SutHesser needed immediately. Close to LIT
campus. $17S/mo. . uH. Avail now tt June. 1
mo FREE RENT. Call Denelle 352-4770.

VALENTINES

VALENTINE'S DAY LOVE NOTES
12 x 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique bam
aided rntsnor. sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water heater, floor inauiason.
and back door. Must see interior to appreciate.
Asking $6500. Only 10 miles from BG. lawn
dale. »66 (Weslon), 660-3010.
1066 Nissan Maxima. Sunroof, hwy
tooka great $750 or BO. 353-5022

Mac Quadra 660AV. cpu onty. 230 mg hard
drive, can digitize sound and video, as wen aa
reoord to vtdeo Some software $600.
Pugh Moped. Low rnies. $400. Call Gl,
410-547-0060 after BOO.
Printer Epson LO-510. 24 pin. dot matrix.
Excelem Condition. $300.3S2-8667.
Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 7 Days
$2701 Includes 15 Meals 1 6 Free Partleel
Greet BeachearnkghOifel Leaves From Ft.
I
a
u
d
a
r
d
a
I
a
I
hrtpyzwww springer eaktravel.oom
1-600-6784386.
Spring Breekl Panama City 18 Days Room Whh
Kitchen $t 101 Walk To Beet Bars! 7 Wgha In
Key Weet $2501 Cocoa Beach Haton (Great
Reaches Near Disney) $1601 Deylona $1301
hup.//www. a prlngbraaktraval.com
1-600-6764366.
Spnng Break Specials Cancun $ Jamaica!
tn% Lowest Price Guaranteel 7 Nights Air A
Hotel From $4201 Save $100 On FoooVDrinkal
http://www.springbraaktraval.com
14004764386.
__,

Every Weds. At CHI CHI'S

Happy Hour Drink Specials
■ 4-9
Uve DJ. fill Vour Favorite
Dance Music 6 - close
Free Munches 4 pm- Close

Let your valentine know
how much you carol
Look tor the order form In
TODAY'S BGNEWSII
DEADLtNE: Fn Feb 9
PUBLICATK)N:W*d.,F*b 14

miles.

Incredible Computer Deal I Macmtoah Color
Classic Stocked with useful software (MIrcoaofi
Word. Quark, Chessmasler 2000. Risk. A Slmcity) AND HP Color Printer - All in perfect con
dnon workproceeaing Workhorse - Have this
computer and printer on your desk • TONIGHT!
1000/beet. This is a steal - forget borrowing a
computer again Call Now 353-9328.

7*r lolrio Btadr »rjMMrew Cririr

Good Monday -Thursday
after 3:30 p.m. with college I.D.
1902 Front St. at Consaul«691-6054
5827 Monroe St. in Sylvania •885-4500

at Perrysburg
54 pm. Cal

1 bedroom apt. All utilises paid.
Close io campus. Aug.-Aug.
$350. month 352 54 75

FOR SALE

One hamate roommaie n—dad. 3 bedroom
apartment Rent $1 SS/mo . unl Call Megan al
3547066

4 DOGS with the sauce &
2-16oz. barrels of BEER ...

Sublessor needed-Spring Semester. 100 1/2
N. Main St. $18S/mo.< alec. Across from
Tuaodo. 353-3474.

SPRING BREAK '06 With onty 1 week to
llve-DON-T BLOW IT!! BOOK NOW!!
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida A
Padre tlOO. Bahemee $150. Jamaica/Ceneun $300. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSpiseh Toura 1-000-428-7710.

1-2 sublease's Large 1 bdrm. apt., free heat.
Rent $330/mo Call Megan 354-7066.

Bring this coupon over to
Packo's for good food
and even better deals.

SUBLEASE!
Very large bedroom
$180Anonth. Available no
Call 353-2705

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

5 sites to
choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm

Call Today!
354-6036

^1

IS^as^ashinatoriSt.

146 Notlh Main Bowling Green

HOMC FIUCON MCN'S nnSKCTftfHl TONIGHT 7:30 PM -vs. CCNTftlU
COM€ €NT€R TH€ /IL SMITH HilLFTIMe SHOOTOUT FOR (I SHOT HT $300! €(ISV IWMISSIOH!
'
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Use quality time when finding housing
Update magazine

This year's Update living guide
is special. The guide has been assembled hastily and with little
regard for style or substance by
people who couldn't care leas
where you end up living or who
you end up living with.
Most of the stories within were
not written by Update writers,
and the design was done by a
very Irritable guy with a nasty

Student should find own living arangements
flu virus.
just about everything when it
Is this issue meant to be enter- comes to the kind of ghastly and
taining and informative? We wretched living conditions a perdidn't really have time to think son can find himself or herself In.
about that. Is It meant to be In- We have had drunks, sluts, male
dispensable, a first class housing whores, slobs and slackers for
manual for students to keep and roommates; and only wish we
cherish and rely upon? Don't be could say we learned from the
stupid.
experience.
Update thinks we have seen
Hopefully, your own living ex-

tratlng problems. So bombarding
you with eight pages of rental
agency public relations material
periences won't be so negative; seemed a bit unjust, and we
but dont count on it. As your scrapped the idea.
parents are so fond of saying, living with others Is a "character ' Don't get vs wrong, there are
builder." By the time you leave lots of great places to find an
school, most of you will have a apartment and plenty of resiveritable wealth of character.
dence halls to choose from. But It
No matter where you choose to would make more sense for you
live, you're still going to encoun- to find these places for yourself
ter some very unique and frus- so you dont get shortchanged.
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All about furniture

Graybar Hotel

Meredith Tremaln
The BC News

Spring semester Is when most
students start to make plans for
next years housing. The city of
Bowling Green has a big selection of houses and apartments for
rent.
Many houses already come
furnished.
"Our furniture came with our
apartment," said Carolyn Campbell, French major. "But it leaves
much to be desired."
Already furnished apartments
come with the basics.
Kitchen tables and chairs, endtables, lamps, dressers, beds,
stoves and refrigerators come
with the furnished apartment,
said Helen Hernandez, finance
director of Dick Newlove Realty.
However, students also have
the option to rent unfurnished
apartments, added Hernandez.
Campbell said even though
they had a furnished unit they
still needed to buy "little Items

here and there, like tv stands."
If a student does decide on a
furnished unit, there will be an
increase In cost.
There Is a $10 price difference
between a furnished and unfurnished apartment, said Carol
Meek, resident manager of Charring Cross Apartments.
Charring Cross's furnished
units are studio apartments,
which Is a unit where the living
room and bedroom are one, said
Meek.
"Most people want them unfurnished," Meek added.
Renting is another option open
to students needing furniture.
Shastar Renting to Own, 838 S.
Main, has everything from sofa
sleepers, chairs, major appliances and television, said Karen
Franks, acting manager of Shastar.
The average cost is "$12.99 a
week on up depending on your
taste," Franks said.
"However, you do have to have
a steady income," Franks added.

Highland
Industries
Graduate Rentals
Rkfc.nl MarikalVTke AiHcland Prr.i

George Avaneslan, 40, Is escorted Into the Glendale, Calif., police department Tuesday afternoon,
after surrendering to police. Avaneslan told the newspaper Persian Relief that he was Involved In the
arson fire that killed seven of his family members.

We'll take care of you
Best price, well maintained,

privacy & dead-bolt security,
large apartments.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

BffJ

h

iniMimii

L

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

mi" iMiiiiiiiiniiiMii'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
,

Great Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry
facility
ceramic tile

dish washers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 Hr. Maint.

5 sites to choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts
The Homestead
The Highlands
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm

Call Today! 354-6036
130 East Washington St.

CRUNCH
TIME

Night guard tales of terror and Intrigue
By Jim Barker
Update editor
Since this Update is supposed to
cover some of the various problems, issues and concerns associated with living on or off campus, I
decided that a really cool and
totally unrelated story was in order.
So last Monday night, starting
at the stroke of midnight, I stalked
my way across campus to visit
night guards in some of the various
on campus residence halls. 1 was
curious to know what it was like to
spend some 16 or more hours out of
every work week sitting behind a
desk or walking around looking for
land sometimes smelling for]
trouble that might be afoot.
Were there any ghosts lurking in
the bathrooms, or vengeful, knifewielding stalkers waiting in the
stairwells? Not really. But I suppose
that's a good thing.
Considering the problems that
these young men and women can
sometimes face during a week of
night guard duty, the night I chose
to visit seemed to be pretty quiet.
But that didn't mean nothing was
interesting had taken place.
"Well, we had a streaker earlier
tonight," said Mat-Donald West
night guard Jason Fisher. "I didn't
get to see it, though."
"The girl who made rounds
earlier said she heard someone
close by saying, 'I'm going to do it.
I'm going to do it' and the next
thing she knew...[laughs]went so
fast she hardly had time to think
about it," Fisher said.
According to Fisher, a secondyear night guard and senior
environmental science major, such
occurrences aren't out of the
ordinary. Drunken residents pass
out on the lobby floor. Males loiter
around trying to pick up women.

Fights break out.
Sometimes minor incidents can
turn ugly. Second-year Mat-Donald
West night guard Kevin Holcomb
remembers the night a man was
making ill-mannered comments to
female residents.
"This guy was sexually
harrassing female residents, and
this one girl went and got a male
friend of hers," Holcomb said. "I
mean, this girl went and got
Chewbacca. This guy was really
big.
"Things got kind of interesting
for a while there," he said.
Holcomb said becoming a night
guard was easy; watching friends
go out to party and having to stay
behind less so.
"The worst time is definitely the
first weekend of the semester,"
Holcomb said. "You see all your
buddies on the way out, or coming
back, saying 'I can't believe you
stayed in, there was this party,' but
that's the way it goes."
Bromfield night guard Mark
Wiese said it isn't hard to pass the
time if there is something constructive to do.
"Mostly, I just read or study or
turn around (towards the lounge)
and watch television," Wiese said.
Wiese, a freshman psychology
major, is completing his second
semester of night guard duty.
Wiese recommends a steady
intake of caffeine and reading to
take the edge off of desk lime.
Offenhauer night guard Bob
Dinsdale said his time as a night
guard has brought him into contact
with a variety of intriguing personalities, typically more intoxicated
than intriguing.
"1 remember this one time when
I was an RA in Kohl Hall, and it
was late and 1 was tired and I was
in the bathroom getting ready for
bed," Dinsdale said. "I thought I

smelled puke coming from somewhere."
Dinsdale loo :ed under the stall
doors and saw a large puddle of
vomit spread out around a pair of
shoes. Upon opening the door,
Dinsdale discovered a drunken
resident sleeping on the toilet
splashed from head to toe by
recycled alcoholic beverages.
"When we finally woke him up,
he kept insisting he didn't know
where the vomit came from, even
though it was all over him,"
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GRCCNBRIAR, INC
Announces two new buildings at Campbell Hill
for Fall 1996

>l III AM HI WOK
• NOW RENTING •

2 and 3 bedrooms available!
These will go fast!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

Choose from choice apartments vi ithin walking
distance to campus Summer I996 and school yea
I996 I997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included, air conditioning
f.4l Third St.

;. Resident Manager 352-4380

Dinsdale said. "He ended up
cleaning the entire bathroom floor
at four in the morning."
Dinsdale said that being a night
guard means drinking lots of
Mountain Dew and eating as much
sugar as possible to stay up the
whole night through. Demanding
schedules can sometimes cause
night guards to inadveranUy doze
off. he said.
"I used to work with this one
guard who was always sleeping.
He'd be snoring the entire seven
hours I sat beside him," Dinsdale
said. "Sometimes he'd/go off to do
rounds and not come back for four
hours. He'd just go up to his room
and sleep."
Dinsdale, as some readers may
recall, was criticized for his Jan. 24
BG News editorial cartoon in which
three guards were depicted snoozing while on duty. Dinsdale said he
found the angry response to his
caricature ironic and even hypocritical.
"They were saying that it wasn't
realistic, but it's honestly the reality
of what goes on," Dinsdale said.
"Not every night guard sleeps on
duty, but some do. And it's hard for
some people to work a 12 or 14
hour day and not fall asleep on
duty."
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Music industry meets a new love affair
David Bauder
The Associated Press

Love and all Its various permutations provide lyrical Inspiration for most of popular music.
So It seems strange that a music industry that lives and dies
with hype only recently has discovered Valentine's Day, the one
day of the year set aside for
lovers.
"It's been a really tepid mar-

keting tie-in," said Pete Howard,
editor of the trade newsletter
Ice, which monitors when new
music Is made and released. "It
carries the same strength as St.
Patrick's Day. It barely registers
on the Rlchter scale."
The second of the two "new"
Beatles songs, "Real Love," is being released to radio stations
around Valentine's Day, although
It wont be available for purchase
until several weeks later.

Sony Legacy Is releasing five
compilations of old love songs
this month, trying to hit a wide
range of tastes: country, soul.
Jazz and blues.
And two favorite singers
among lovers of all ages, Barry
White and Tony Bennett, plan
special interactive events tied to
Valentine's Day.
The music business tends to
focus on one holiday alone Christmas. Two, if you count

Hanukkah. Record companies
compete to have their product
among the thousands of compact
discs gift-wrapped during
December.
Some in the industry believe
the Christmas rush is overdone,
with so many new releases choking music stores that many worthy ones are ignored.
Other holidays largely have
gone unexplored. No one really
knows If lovers can be enticed to

open their wallets for sensuous
songs around Valentine's Day,
because it hasn't been tried to
any great extent.
"I don't ever recall anybody
ever focusing on Valentine's Day
as an opportunity and really going after it," said Adam Block,
marketing director for Sony Legacy.
His label, which specializes in
See VALEN, page six.

Klan Talk Show Angers audiences
Roxana Hegeman
The Associated Press

LAFAYETTE, La. - Whiterobed Ku Klux Klan figures
dance around the 34-foot cross
ablaze In an empty field.
Then the cameras cut to the
panel Inside the television studio.
Seated behind the Confederate
flag and a semiautomatic assault
rifle Is the Klan's Imperial wizard, wearing the purple robe
that denotes his high rank. With
him are three masked guests, one
draped in camouflage and wearing a netted mesh mask. Two
others sit nearby, bandanas
covering their faces.
The discussion topic Is preparedness.
"I am prepared. I have food. I
have weapons," a masked guest
urged his audience.
It is Dec. 17, 1995. The call-in
show is the "Klan in Akadiana,"
broadcast twice monthly over
public access television. The
calls range from freedom of
speech to the quality of public
education.
An obscure antl-masking law
has pitted the Klan and a black
activist group In a First Amendment fight over what can be

aired over a public access cable
television channel.
At issue is whether a state law
that prohibits wearing masks or
hoods in public can be applied to
public access cable television.
The controversy has escalated
since three masked men appeared on a Klan program that
aired Dec. 17 over Acadiana
Open Channel.
Charges are expected to be
filed against the masked men,
and additional charges may be
lodged against others involved in
the program. Assistant District
Attorney Floyd Johnson said.
"The law passed in 1924. The
first television broadcast was in
1930. Tell me how the framers
could have considered television
when they wrote the law," says
Darrell FUnn, Imperial wizard of
the Knights of White Kamella
and the show's host
The local NAACP chapter
president, Aaron Walker, argues
that the antl-masking law Is
clear: "They start out using their
Flrst Amendment right and the
next thing you know we have a
full production of a lynching or
cross-burning on TV."
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on these apartments...

• Columbia Court
• East Merry
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
,... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

People backed by the black
chairman of the Lafayette Parish
Council asked the district attorney's office to prosecute.
"They are upset and they are
angry and they don't like what we
say," FUnn said. "This mask
thing Is a way to suppress free
speech."
If convicted, the men could be
sentenced to six months to three
years in the parish Jail, Johnson
said. He said his office decided to
prosecute because "It Is on the
books and we got a complaint."
The NAACP contended that the
appearance on the public access
channel, which Is available in
4,800 homes in Lafayette, constitutes a public wearing of masks
as prohibited by the Louisiana
statute.
"It appears we have become a
pawn in this conflict between the
NAACP and the Klan," said Pat
Soileau, executive director of
Acadiana Open Channel.
The 1924 law, also known as the
anti-Klan law, specifically targeted the Klan, and was designed
to help identify Klansmen Involved in illegal activities. It
does not apply to masks worn
during Halloween, theatrical
performances or Mardl Gras.

FUnn contended that the Klan
masks are historically symbolic
and therefore constitute freedom
of expression, which Is protected
by law. And he argued that even
if the masking law itself is held
to be constitutional, the masks
were not worn In public because
"cablecast" is not a public broadcast.
The local Klan group, which
has existed In these Louisiana
backwoods for the past 129
years, began airing Its bimonthly
live call-in show on the public access channel two years ago.
Guests often wear masks because they fear for their Jobs if
they are identified, FUnn said.
The show has hosted masked
guests for the past two years, he
added.
The Lafayette Parish CouncU
recently asked the channel to review Its programming rules and
establish material that would not
"create opportunities for social
unrest" In Lafayette, which is
about 22 percent black.
UntU the issue Is resolved, the
cable station has adopted a temporary policy prohibiting individuals from wearing masks or

When Old Man Winter is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body
ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Of Sunshine
To Your Lite!

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning

See MAN, page ««.

CHECK OUT WHAT
WE HAVE TO OFFER!.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home,

Featuring:
•
•
•
•

Campus Shuttle
1 and 2 bdrm. Furn./CJnfum.
1 and 2 Full Baths
3 Great Locations
Coll 352-9135 for more info.

Arbors of'BowGng Qrun
360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, otl S. Main
St.)
Can Fo* Our nf'ofooo
553-98 U
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TV violence desensitizes people
Jeannlne Avers*.
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Crime
pays - at least on television,
according to a cable industry
study released Tuesday on TV
violence.
Most of the time, the bad
guys aren't punished; nearly
half the time, violent acts in TV
programs show no harm to victims, and more often they
portray no pain, according to
the survey of cable and broadcast shows.
"The world of television is
not only violent, it also consistently sanctions its violence," said the report on the
$1.5 million study commissioned by the National Cable
Television Association.
The study found a consistent
pattern across all channel
types and genres.
•This is troubling," the report said.
The survey, the largest of its
kind, was based on a sample of
2,500 hours of programming on
23 channels - a mix of cable,

broadcast and public television
- from Oct. 8, 1994, to June 9,
1995. It was conducted by researchers at four universities.
"One of the clearest findings
of this study Is that a very high
proportion of violent scenes
lack any form of punishment
for the perpetrators," the report said.

"One of the clearest
findings of this study
is that a very high
proportion of violent
scenes lack any form
of punishment for the
perpetrators."
National Cable
Television Association
study on violence
The study does not rate specific programs, channels or

stations for violent content.
The negative consequences
of violence are usually not
shown, the study also found.
For example, 47 percent of all
violent interactions show no
harm to victims and 58 percent
show no pain.
In addition, the study found
that 57 percent of TV programs
surveyed contain violence;
roughly one-third of those
shows contain nine or more
violent interactions.
What effect does this have on
viewers?
The study says it can desensitize people to both real violence and victims of violence,
can increase people's fears of
becoming a victim, and as
many other studies have suggested, can lead to more aggressive behavior.
The highest level of visual
violence - 61 percent - can be
found on shows aired during
prime time, between 8 p.m. and
11 p.m., the study found.
The study also found that
premium cable channels most
frequently air shows with vio-

lence, while basic cable channels are close to or below industry averages.
The three major broadcast
networks - ABC, CBS, NBC air fewer programs with violent content than the Industry
average, while independent TV
stations are moderately above
the norm, the study said.
Public TV stations air the
fewest shows with violence.
The study was done by the
University of California, Santa
Barbara; the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill;
the University of Texas, Austin; and the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
Last September, the three
networks along with the Fox
network touted a University of
California, Los Angeles, study
that found "promising signs"
in the way the networks
portray violence.
Both NCTA's and the
networks' studies were prompted by threats from Congress
to intervene if the TV industry
failed to take steps to stem violence in their programs.

KLAN

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Continued from page five.

Flinn said his goal is to get the
hoods unless It Is something like temporary policy rescinded and
a Mardi Gras show.
the law proven unconstitutional
Walker acknowledged that the or taken off the books.
bottom line for the NAACP was
"We haven't broken the law.
to use the ant i-masking law to get
the Klan show off the air A crim- We have broken political corinal violation of state or federal rectness," he said. "This is not
law would force the station to about the law. It is about policancel the show, he said.
tics."

Seven More (Days
Until Valentine's (Day

530 S. Maple
352-9378

RE Management
■ 755 Manville
• 777 Manville

Call Now!

352-9302

putting old music into new packages for compact discs, tried a
Valentine's Day tie-In for the
first time last year by releasing
compilations of love songs by the
O'Jays, Isley Brothers and Frank
Sinatra.
The Isley Brothers package
has sold 109,000 copies, according to Soundscan. That's a pretty
healthy sales figure for repackaged oldies, and it encouraged
Legacy to try again.
Legacy's new releases include
a 20-song Billie Holiday compilation, including "All of Me" and
"The Way You Look Tonight."
The soul collection contains The
Isley Brothers' "For the Love of
You," Harold Melvin and the
Blue Notes doing "Hope That We
Can Be Together Soon" and
"Best of My Love" by the Emotions.
The country collection includes weepers by George Jones
and Willie Nelson. The blues
compilations, "Messed Up in
Love and Other Tales of Woe"
appeals to listeners for whom
Valentine's Day Is a dirty word.
Not for Tony Bennett, who will
be host to a two-hour live concert
on the Arts & Entertainment
"network on Valentine's night.
The network will take telephone
requests that night from fans
who want to hear a particular
song. Bennett also will take
requests the day before when
he's host of an on-line chat session on Prodigy.
Then there's the Lord of Love,
the Rajah of Romance himself.
Barry White has made a living
with pillow talk, so it's expected
he will stay busy on the holiday
of love.
"He receives a million
requests for Valentine's Day,"
said Doug Richter, White's manager. Radio stations, in particular, are eager to hear White's
deep bass voice.
Fans will have to settle for
keystrokes on a computer. White
will be host of an on-line chat
session on the Microsoft Network on Valentine's Day where
perhaps hell be coaxed to give
advice to lovers.

Preferred Properties

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.
• 841 Eighth Sl.
. 733 Manville

VALEN
Continued from page five.

• 640 Eighth Sl.
• 317 N. Main SL
• Campus Manor
(505 dough)

• 313 N. Main St.
•615 Second St.

• Rockledgc Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon. thru Fri.
8:00 a.m. ~ 5:00 p.m.

EXTRA EXTRA
Efficiency, 1&2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished
Haven House
Fox Run
Houses
Birchwood
Piedmont
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing Mini Mall
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Greeks drink more, more Physician pleads
often than independents guilty to assault
'Functional saloons' must enforce alcohol policies
College Press Service
For 19-year-old Matt Garafalo,
Big Brother night was supposed
to be among the first of many
parties at the University of Iowa
fraternity he had recently
pledged.
It was the night when Lambda
Chi Alpha told new members
which older ones would act as
their "big brothers," the guys
who would guide pledges through
their first year in the house.
•The big brothers were getting
the little brothers smashed," Kelly Hirsch, a Northwestern University student who attended the
the party, told 'The Daily
Iowan."
But what was supposed to be a
celebration, a new beginning, for
Garafalo and others by morning
had turned tragic. Garafalo was
found dead by his fraternity
brothers - a victim of acute alcohol intoxlnation.
That same night, members of
Northern Illinois University's
Sigma Chi fraternity decided to
celebrate after an initiation
ceremony of their new members.
"They had apparently participated in a formal initiation and
then later headed out to a field to
take part in an informal fraternity ritual under the stars," Nil)

■mzn

director of public affairs Mclanie
Magara said.
At 3:30 a.m., Michael G. Simpkins, a NIU junior, was killed
when a car in which he was a
passenger went off the road, into
a culvert and flipped. Simpkins
was thrown from the car and died
a few hours later at the hospital.
It was just two days before his
20th birthday.
The driver of the car, a
21-year-old Sigma Chi member,
was charged with two counts of
felony DUI. By chance, the death
of both students occurred the day
before Harvard University's
School of Public Health and
Social Behavior announced that
fraternity and sorority members
drink more heavily and frequently than non-Greeks, according to its nationwide survey.
The survey of more than 17,500
students at 140 colleges and universities showed that 86 percent
of men and 80 percent of women
living in fraternities and sororities are binge drinkers [binge
drinking is defined as consuming
five drinks for men, or four for
women, one or more times during
a two-week period.] These numbers are nearly double those of
the overall student population,
where 44 percent report binge
drinking.

The study, which calls many
fraternities and sororities "functional saloons," recommends
tougher sanctions against than
when alcohol policies are violated.
"The national organizations
must be held accountable for
serving underage students in
their frat houses and providing
an environment where binge
drinking is the norm," said
Henry Weschler, director of
Harvard's College Alcohol Studies Project
Binge drinking has been linked
not only to hangovers and missed
exams, but also to Increased incidents of unprotected sex, violence, hazing, date rape and even
death. The same Harvard study
calls binge drinking "the number
one public health hazard and
primary source of preventable
morbidity and mortality" for college students.
Alcohol is linked to nine out of
ten campus crimes, according to
a 1989 study by Townson State
University's Center for Study
and Prevention of Campus Violence. On average, Universities
report three violent crimes per
year, 430 property crimes, eight
hazing or hate crimes and many
alcohol offenses.

Don't get caught
Sleeping...

228 South College -1 & 2 bdrm.
222 South College -1 bdrm.
222 South College - Eft.
352-5620
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FRANKLIN, Pa. - A psychologist who once ran a special-education school pleaded
guilty Tuesday to causing his
son's extensive brain Injuries.
Robin Gates, 42, former administrator of Riverview
Intermediate Unit 3 In Clarion
County, pleaded guilty to an
aggravated assault charge in
Venango County Court in connection with the assault on his
2-year-old son, Steven, on Feb.
9,1995.
Gates was to go on trial
Tuesday but entered the plea
after opening arguments. He
admitted to pushing his son
down concrete steps onto the
concrete basement floor of his
house In Cranberry Township.
"You will think the child was
in the ring with Muhammad

All," District Attorney Marie
Veen told jurors about the injuries to Steven.
Gates originally told police
that the boy was hurt when he
stopped Ms car quickly, sending the boy flying out of an unsecured child-safety seat.
But Dr. Scott Cartwright, a
pediatrician, said the boy's
multiple face and neck Injuries happened at different
times. He disputed Gates' account of an accident and said
the boy appeared to have been
shaken and hit.
Cartwright also said the injuries were one to two days
old, not the five days Gates
claimed when he took the boy
to a hospital.
Gates was suspended without pay last May.
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Residence hall life that's...enjoyable
College Press Service
Fairfax, Va. - George Mason
University students may not enjoy amenities such as room service or mints on their pillows, but
some say the private*, service
operating campus housing has
definitely made dorm living easier.
In an effort to focus administrative efforts in academics,
officials at George Mason University contracted Campus Hos-

pitality L.C to take control of
their housing this year.
"We're trying to take a departure from regular dorm life,"
said Larry Van Wert, Campus
Hospitality's general manager.
"We want to run the residence
halls as if they're inns."
The priviatized residence halls
already include new exercise facilities, 24-hour receptionists and
completely renovated rooms.
"Things are better Just because they have their full atten-

tion," said Sophomore Robin
Wroblewskl. "It makes a big difference."
Campus Hospitality was
created last spring after two
Maryland corporations with numerous hotel and restaurant
properties merged. Soon after,
the new company successfully
pitched their business Idea to
GMU officials. The University
currently pays a fixed management fee of $225,000 per year.
"We put in new carpeting,
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painted everything and replaced
some furniture," Van Wert said.
"It's easy to make a dorm room,
but these rooms need to be more
than that. We want to make these
students feel like they're at
home."
Currently, GMU has 2,500 students living on campus. Van Wert
and school officials, however,
hope to increase that number.
"If the food and the arrangements are better, more juniors

and seniors will want to stay on
campus," Van Wert said, whose
company will receive $90 for
each occupied bed over 2,500.

Ever Get A Pal
Smashed!
Waste reductions
needed on campuses
College Press Service
There's too much garbage being produced on campus. Or so
say the environmentalists.
"People consume goods at an
Incredibly high rate," said Allen
Lowender, a chemical engineer
and Greenpeace activist from
Salt Lake City. "Schools are some
of the worst examples. You could
probably cut out half the waste
produced on campus just by
eliminating paper and food. And
that's just a start."
Although colleges have greatly
improved recycling efforts on
campus, Lowender said that a
stronger effort must be made to
cut down on consumption in the
first place.
"You look at the basic task and
figure out ways to cut down on
the garbage you produce," Lowender said. Waste reduction
efforts on campus can range
from cutting down on paper by
turning In assignments on disk or
by e-mail or having students use
their own mugs or glasses in the
cafeteria to avoid the use of plastic cups.
With waste reduction in mind.
Brown University began the
"Brown is Green" program in
1990 in an effort to cut down on
discarded material and conserve
natural resources. As part of the

effort, a campuswide information drive was designed to inform
students about the environmental costs of their everyday habits.
"I never gave much thought to
how much I was wasting before I
started reading the signs,"
Brown sophomore Michelle Bald
said, referring to the "Brown is
Green" posters that listed some
sobering facts and figures about
the environment. "But when you
start to look at what you're doing,
you see how much stuff you're
wasting."
In addition. Brown administrators also set out to cut down on
their own use of natural resources. The largest effort went into
conserving water on campus by
limiting the flow of showers and
toilets. Showers in residence
halls and athletic facilities flow
at a rate of 2 gallons per minute,
down from 3.5 gallons per
minute. School officials say
they've heard few complaints
from students - and they've
managed to cut down the annual
water consumption on campus by
more than six million gallons a
year.
By Installing similar watersaving fixtures, officials at New
College in Sarasota, Fla., have
saved more than $20,000 in one
year, recouping their installation
costs after three months.
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